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BRUCE PROBERT: Can I have your attention please. Hello? Testing? Sound good ? May I
have order, please. We have a few things to go through first, you'll get an idea what's going to
be transpiring this evening. First of all George Kerper, one of our planning board members, is
ill tonight and Cindy Gallant our alternative board member will be a full member tonight with
all voting rights and privileges and increase in pay, and I don't expect we are going to be voting
on anything, but she knows she is a member tonight, we have a quorum, we're ready to do
business. We have been deluged with quite a few letters about this project, numbering in the
hundreds, and a lot of them refer to that they don't understand how the planning board could
invite this applicant here or anyone else, or why we are supporting it. I want to just explain this
is a process that we have, the whole thing is a process, we are almost a halfway tonight.
Anyone who owns property in this town, or the state for that matter, can offer it for sale to a
company from any place, not only Searsport, Waldo County, Maine, the U.S., but all through
the world, we have companies that operate in town, they make an application from us, we do
not go out seeking them, that's the economic development committee's job, an application
comes in, we make sure all the lines are filled, then we go through the hearing process, the
review process, and the decision-making process, this is all a process, and we want to be able
to go through that process, uninterrupted, with respect and consideration for others, and that
being said, tonight I want to say about stifling outbursts and stuff, no outbursts, no displays
pro or con, and definitely no signs, and right now is the continuation of public hearing, and on-
tap tonight, and it will probably take most of the evening, will be presentations from Thanks
But No Tanks group, whatever you want to call it, team, and I'll turn it over to Steve
Hinchman, I know he's well-prepared.

STEVE HINCHMAN: How's that, that's working? OK. Thank you Mr. Chairman, members
of the board, Steve Hinchman, IIT, TBNT, consolidated interveners. We're putting on
integrated presentations of all the interveners, and the first panel that you're going to hear is
regarding property devaluation, and I'll let each panel member introduce themselves and where
they live, we have tax maps colored in so you can see the parcels, but the laptop is not here yet,
it's on it's way, so we'll get that up, but those maps are in the handouts, and each board member
should have those maps, and they also have been given to interested parties. I also wanted to,
in the rules for interested parties that want an opportunity to provide a written memorandum
with regard to the application so requested, so we are requesting an opportunity at the right time
in these proceedings that we would be able to present a written memorandum on all the issues,
factual and legal, and with that, there are four panels, this is the first one, and we will take, we
will go, uninterrupted, in a row, and then when we're done we will be available for questions
from everybody, and hopefully will make it go faster rather than stopping for questions
between each person. Thank you.

TOM GOCZE: Hi, my name is Tom Gocze, I live at 245 East Main Street in Searsport, I live
on Long Cove, I live on the east side of Long Cove opposite the project that's on the west side,
you have a tax map or property map of my location, my wife and I are abutters to this project. I
live within what everyone seems to consider the blast zone. We have 6.7 acres and 1,200 feet
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of waterfront on Long Cove, the east side, as I said, we bought our property in 2002 for
249,000 dollars, I spent a year-and-a-half rebuilding the house, Ruth saw a lot of it, basically
everything from the foundation to the top of the second floor was rotted and was replaced. It is
a 162-year-old house, it's on the water, it suffered. It will last hopefully as long if not longer,
we did it as a TV program to show that you could take an old house and make it energy-
efficient, and I think we did that. Two years ago our financial situation was tough, we started a
new business here in town, and my wife had some health issues, so we made a difficult
decision to sell our house. After making that decision, I saw Bruce at the post office, and he
said there's this thing called DCP and 20-million gallons of something, and I would have the
best view in town. That was a bit of a stunning revelation, especially given the fact that we
were thinking of selling our home, thinking, gee, we should have sold it a month ago, as you
know, like most of the planning board. Bruce suggested we get appraisals of our property to
indicate if there is going to be any property value loss, it's something that you folks need to
know if we're going to have an impact. So, I hunted around, I talked to my realtor and I found
an appraiser, and he came up, spent an hour-and-a-half with me, and my wife and I, and
basically said he couldn't do anything because there were no comparables to this situation. He
didn't charge me, I was impressed with that, he did verbally say my property would be
unmerchantable. I had to push him to get that out of him, he said that verbally, I subsequently
asked him to do it in writing and he did not, appraisers are a conservative group, they're not
going to make statements that can be held against them. I had a local realtor, because we had
the option of either having a appraiser or realtor make an estimate of what our property value
loss would be, I did find a realtor who suggested that our property value loss would be in the
range of 50%, that's her guess and estimation, its in our paperwork, you'll see it in the back of
the attachments. I gave that to the planning board, and about a week later I was told that we
would need to have an appraisal. It seemed like a Catch 22. You see from Mr. Hall's expert
last night there is an impact, I don't think any right-thinking person didn't think there would be
an impact, Ms. Fannon so stated that. The fact that you're going to be near a property like this
you obviously want to have some mitigation. I remember a year ago there was, in the past
year, excuse me, there was a development you guys looked at on Black Road, some of the
abutters said we don't want to look at these houses, we want a buffer, there's a tree buffer that
you made sure the developer was going to put in, made sense, that's what zoning is all about.
So, here I am now wanting to sell my property, and I'm sort of in a toxic situation. We've had
the property on the market before, had no lookers, we re-listed again I think in September, and
we, I asked our realtor how many internet hits are we seeing, because everybody shops on the
internet, we had 500 hits in the month of September, we did have a showing recently, about
four weeks ago, folks from out-of-state were looking for waterfront property in the State of
Maine location, they found out about the tanks and said no way. They went and put a house
under contract the next day in a different county. I know I'm not the only one who has had this
experience, my neighbor across the street who has the 200 acre parcel of land, the 90 acre
parcel, has had the same experience. So, this is a big concern. I talked to my neighbor Jean
Russell, who lives across the cove from me closer to the project, she doesn't want to get up
here and speak, but she asked me to mention she has similar concerns, and it has an impact
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obviously. So, you know, we lost all our buyers, I'm not the only one, I had another appraisal
done in November, and the appraiser came in and looked everything over. I didn't make a hard
sell about the project, I told her about the project, I said this could happen, and I didn't solicit
her comments but they're in my package, her comment, I'm surprised to see it, is that there
would be a substantial property value impact on my property if the project goes in. So, you
know, here we are with the situation that seems kind of evident, I keep seeing this again and
again, I know other people in the same situation, and what are we supposed to do? Steve
Wallace from TRC said that a chain-link fence was a buffer. When the comprehensive plan
was passed, we met at the town hall and I talked to Bruce about this and said what's the
situation in terms of the buffer I have between the residential zone I'm in and the industrial
zone, there's a 50-foot buffer there, the trees are maybe 50-feet tall, and Bruce had told me
tanks couldn't be over 60 feet tall, that was comforting, I voted for the comprehensive plan,
took off work and came in and voted for it. At some point a lawyer shows up, works with you
guys, and changed it We tried to have some commentary over there, and I have to admit we're
probably not as understanding as you are about what's going on there, but what's happened
now is we have this situation and we don't know what to do about it. It's impacted our, it has
the potential to impact our safety, it certainly has an impact on our property value, my wife and
I have had two years of being in limbo, not being able to sell our property, it has already had a
financial impact on me, I would love to have, I needed to sell my property two years, we
haven't done that. It seems, it's kind of an amazing situation to be in, and I'm not the only one,
it's something that I hope, I have eminent faith in the faith in the fact that you are looking at this
to protect us in this town. It isn't just abutters, there's going to be an impact, we know it My
concern, of course is there is other people in town that are going to have an impact. Just in
wrapping it up, the, at the March meeting before the town meeting, DCP came up here and they
explained a lot of questions, folks had asked a lot of questions, and somebody asked the
question would you live next door to this tank, and all the DCP executives raised their hands,
they said sure, so I've got a deal for you. Thank you.

PROBERT: Tom is a good speaker, I see the humor, I am just really going to keep a lid on it
tonight, so laugh silently, OK? Thank you.

DIANE STEVENS: Hi, my name is Diane Stevens, I live with my husband at 38 Old Route
One here in Searsport, we built our house there nine years ago, our daughter went to high
school here at Searsport High School, we're not retired, we both work full-time, I work at a
hospital up in Bangor and Myron works in Rockland at a lumber yard. We plan to keep
working for many years, we're working people, we pay our taxes, we both commute using
Route One, and I am asking for your help. Our house is in a residential area just off Route
One. I measured the distance and found out that we are 1,600 feet from the proposed tank.
This is less than a third of a mile. I was very clearly able to see the yellow test balloon from
our property. We have many concerns. The first of these is safety for ourselves, our
neighbors, our property and our animals. We are well within the area designated by the
Environmental Protection Agency as a blast zone for tanks that are considerably smaller than
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this proposed tank. What does that mean for our family's safety? We have three little
grandchildren. How can we invite them to come spend the night with us in a blast zone? As
you know, the proposed tank would be between the fire department and our home. How could
emergency vehicles get to our home if they were responding to an accident at the tank site?
Could the Searsport Fire Department even reach us to help us with an evacuation if it were
necessary? Our second concern is financial. We're working people who've spent all our lives
working to support our family and ourselves. We believe in being good citizens, and we like to
help other people. Our home was built with hired local labor and our own work. We love our
home, our little gardens, our little barn, our garage, our home equity is modest, but it's taken
our whole working lives to accumulate. Our property will lose value if the tank is built. We
don't want to give up our assets so that a large corporation can make a profit. No one
subsidized us, and we don't want to subsidize DCP. If our property is now in an industrial
zone and a blast zone, we should be given the opportunity to sell our property to them at the
previous market price so that we can afford to move to a safe area. If the tank were to be built,
there would be many adverse changes to our quality of life. I'm a runner, a gardener, I like
having domestic animals, I love to be outside in all kinds of weather, I watch the night sky, I
see the stars in the morning when I leave for work. If this tank is built, the night sky will be
overpowered by the harsh lights of the facility. The natural beauty of the area will be forever
altered. How enjoyable will it be for me to work outside with the vista of a 14-story tank and
the flame? I have attended meetings in which people spoke of wanting jobs for themselves and
their children, but I never heard anyone suggest the number of jobs would equal, let alone
surpass, the number of jobs that would be lost if this tank were built. I think it would have an
adverse effect on the economics of Searsport, simply based on loss of jobs, loss of property
value, and ultimately loss of taxpayers like us. I just want to say one other little thing, which is
I don't know if you noticed, but when I came in just now, I'm using a walker, and that's
because I had a little accident and fell and broke both my ankles. It was human error, so from
this I gained an appreciation of accidents and human error and how easy it is for those things to
happen, and also right now I can't walk very well, I can't get around very fast, and I can't drive
may car, so I can see in a situation like this how hard it would be for somebody to leave their
home in an emergency. Thank you very much.

KEVIN KELLEY: Hello, my name is Kevin Kelley, I live at 246 East Main, I'm right across
the street from our friend here, and this will really affect, and as a matter of fact I just had it on
the market this summer, not one person was interested in my place because they knew DCP,
can you hear me now? Well, I don't understand why this is happening at all, we shouldn't even
be here speaking, this is certainly a clear and present danger, and the people that are living close
to the proposed tank actually experience a double whammy. Well, I'm not going to go on with
all this, just say Diane's talk was times ten and all these other talks are times ten. OK, thanks.

JEANNIE LUCAS: Good evening, members of the planning board, my name is Jeannie
Lucas, I am a Searsport resident, I live on East Main Street. Is that better? So, good evening
members of the planning board, my name is Jeannie Lucas, and I'm a Searsport resident. I
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reside on East Main Street, 1 am a six-tenths of a mile away from the proposed DCP LPG tank.
As discussed last night, the economic impact study submitted to the town very clearly confirms
that the local real estate values will be adversely impacted by this tank if built. In my packet I
submitted to you an appraisal that was completed on our property in June 2009, which is
considered post-recession, and also an appraisal completed last month in October. We are
already impacted in a big way. The mere threat of this tank is causing more houses to be placed
on the market at the same time that fewer buyers are interested in looking for properties in
Searsport and the surrounding towns. This is and will continue to drive down the prices of
houses on the market down in Searsport and our surrounding communities. Over the three
years that we had these appraisals done, while the rest of the Maine housing market had
stabilized and then even more recently begun to revalue, our home has lost $100,000 in equity
and value. This reflects the DCPs mega-tank is already taking a major toll on Searsport's
housing market, especially for those of us who are living in the .6 mile EPA danger zone. Our
home represents a significant amount of our life savings, we work two jobs, we pay our bills,
we pay our taxes. If DCP wants to build a heavy industrial facility here in Maine, let them buy
up the affected impacted affected areas and don't make our families pay for it The Fannon
report and Buddy Hall's appraisals prove that property values close to the tank will take a
significant hit The only question is, how much and how far out will it go? The Fannon report
indicates that property values would only experience incremental losses, she says 5.625% if
you live in a distance of .5 to 1 mile away from the proposed tank. If we're already showing a
loss of 100,000 dollars, that's 23%. Neither 5.6 nor 23% are acceptable losses for us, and I
don't think anyone would consider that an unacceptable loss, I don't even think any of you on
the planning board would think that was acceptable. I certainly know that my new neighbors at
the A. V. Nichols and The Home port, who have poured untold thousands of dollars into
restoring their historic home, I would think they would think this was a reasonable impact. So,
you might say Jeannie, how can you prove this loss is caused by the tank, and so I would like
to ask each one of you if you had a choice between two identical dream homes, two identical
ones, nothing different, except one happens to be next to a DCP mega-tank, and the other one
was in a regular neighborhood, which one would you choose? My, where are the hands for
the tank? There are a number of findings in the Fannon study that have really very little
applicability to Searsport real estate when you consider the people who tend to buy properties
in Maine, and I sold properties in Maine, let's be real. Like it or not, many people who
purchase summer homes or rent in midcoast Maine do so because they are attracted to our
pristine coast, our bay, fishing, boating, and most importantly the quality of life, the clear night
sky, the low level of development as compared to their homes in Rhode Island, Massachusetts,
New Jersey, New York, Connecticut, should I go on? To compare a wind turbine to a 22.7-
million-gallon LPG tank is absurd, and certainly not an apple-to-apples comparison. Wind
turbines generally do not blow up, and they don't have an endless supply of 18-wheel trucks
carrying hazard material down the street from them. The Fannon report also states, and this
one I found really interesting, she said that small-business losses will be lessened because the
18-wheelers passing through town will stop to shop. Really? Excuse me, folks, cut the
humor. Please, tell me where these 18-wheelers are going to stop and park, and then she said
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they will probably go shopping, maybe pick up an antique or two, go to Toziers. Right. Is
Fannon trying to say that public safety interest, she doesn't consider that when you park a
tanker truck full of pressurized propane in the center of downtown Searsport, that that's not a
safety issue? I don't understand her rationale there. You know, the really sad thing is, and
you've heard me say it time and again, and I say this heartfelt, this has really become a town
that's divided, and that was evidenced more clearly last night than ever, it is full of hate, full of
threats being made, it's fanning the fires of the flames of those people are from here and those
are from away. I'd like to point out the obvious, it's our small-town appeal and beautiful views
and our coast and our quaint downtown that brings buyers to Searsport. Searsport, excuse me,
is dependent upon residential private property taxes and small businesses for it's financial help.
Mack Point and the industrial businesses comprise only about 16% of that, and you all up there
know that. The total revenue base of Searsport is really dependent on those of us sitting in
here. The proposed tank begins to depreciate almost immediately upon completion. The
employment surge from construction diminishes immediately, and very few full-time jobs that
DCP will bring are not guaranteed and not even likely to go to town residents, but we can
sacrifice Buddy's employees, huh? The damage to our property values has already been felt,
and it exceeds Fannon's predictions. Our safety, the night sky, the pollution to the air we
breathe, the impact on the bay, boating, fishing and the dangers of this project will forever
change Searsport, Stockton Springs, Belfast, the surrounding communities in our county and
our islands. Indeed, long after DCP ceases using this facility, the tank is still going to loom
over us and blight our sky and our economy and depress our taxes, so I look each of you in the
eye, and I ask you to look into your hearts, consider what you are doing, the impact on your
neighbors and your friends and the people you may not be so friendly with any more because
of this. We are depending on you to protect our health and our safety, our communities, we are
depending on you to do the right thing. This proposed terminal should not be built here, it
should certainly not be built with so many homes and businesses. Protect our community by
enforcing the ordinances that we have enacted to preserve our community, our values, and our
safety and our ways of life, and I thank you for the opportunity to speak with you.

TED KESSLER: My name is Ted Kessler, I am a full-time resident of Searsport at 7 Navy
Street. Our home is in a residential neighborhood that looks out to the bay about 6/IOths of a
mile from the proposed LPG terminal. My wife, Anna, and I chose to retire in Searsport in
2003, relocating from the Albany, New York area. Had DCPs huge propane tank and terminal
been in place when we were looking to relocate to Maine, we would never, even for an instant,
considered a home in Searsport. Elderly retirees looking to relocate to Maine surely will cross
Searsport off their list for the same reason, and over times will cause Searsport to lose a viable
economic sector with resources and energy to invest in the community. But for us, the harm is
already here. We recently obtained a market analysis on our property from a local relator. It
suggests a selling price 33,000 dollars, or about 11 & 1/2 percent, less than our purchase price
eleven years ago. That is less than our current property tax assessment. I may add that the
realtor bringing us this news asked us to please not shoot the messenger. We attribute some
but not all of the loss to the depressed real estate market that is just now beginning to recover,
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but not here. Just the possibility of DCPs project has had a chilling effect on the local market.
I'm sure the planning board has and will hear that from other sources. Since we have already
started in a hole, I am concerned about how much dirt the hole will be be if the DCP terminal is
built. The Fannon report suggests the only way is down, the question is if, not if but how
much. I can only conclude that property devaluation brought to Searsport by DCPs project
combined with an already depressed market will prevent us and many others from any
prospect of recovery in any reasonable time frame, even as the real estate values elsewhere
begin to decline. All evidence points in the same direction, and that is down. My family will
be saddled with significant financial losses, as will many others, for folks in our age bracket
this is especially acute. Perhaps some of you have noticed that as you age, the time to recover
from significant loss becomes increasingly limited. Surely as a town and planning board there
must be some sort of cost-benefit analysis for a massive development like DCP proposes. So
far, I'm not encouraged by what I've heard from the town departments. Fannon was supposed
to gather some independent unbiased information for cost analysis by the planning board.
DCPs project is the largest most hazardous industrial facility currently proposed in this state,
and our town police, fire, ambulance and emergency departments say they will have no
incurred cost, not one penny, except for two, perhaps two extra policemen. I just don't believe
it. If DCP builds this, my family is going to lose a substantial chunk of our equity, as will my
neighbors and many other folks in our community. So, please, don't approve this project.
Thank you for listening.

ELAINE TUCKER: Good evening, my name is Elaine Tucker, I live in Belfast and I have
been a realtor there for the last eleven years. Being a realtor, I can't speak to the ultimate effect
on real estate of the tank, but I can tell you what my customers and clients are saying about it. I
have been working with real estate from Stockton Springs to the Rockland midcoast area, I've
sold property, mostly in the Belfast area, but I've sold in the Searsport, a lot in Stockton
Springs, and west as far as Montville. At any given time I work with about forty buyer
customers, mostly on the internet, doing searches, trying to discover what they are looking for
in an area and so fort. 1 do a lot of research, I answer a lot of questions, and then when I'm
lucky those people come to my office and actually sort out what they want to see. In our
busiest season, which is the summer, this last summer I had eight active customers, those who
came into the office to actually look at property. Of those eight, there were seven couples and
one single person. Of those eight parties, four sent me emails stating that because of the DCP
tank, they would no longer be looking in the Belfast-Searsport-Stockton Springs area, that's
half of my business. Now, my business personally is not very important, but the real estate is
important other businesses, builders, contractors, painters, roofers, electricians, plumbers and
such all depend on housing and building of houses. It is an important business. I have not had
one request all year to show a house in Searsport, not one request. I have included the emails I
received in the package of information if you would like to see them, I have also many verbal
communications of this sort which I have not included, I am only including what I got in
writing. One of those emails was sent directly to Mr. Probert for consideration of the planning
board, they got his name from the internet. You are correct that property owners have a very
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high inventory right now in Searsport and Belfast, Searsport has about a two-year, Belfast has
about a two-year inventory right now going into the winter, Searsport has about a three-year
inventory going into the winter. This is not good, the higher the competition among sellers, of
course the prices have to go down or properties have to be taken off of the market, one or the
other, we are in a very bad real estate position right now. That is all I have to say, I am happy
to answer any questions you might have.

HINCHMAN: And lastly, to round off this panel, I want to point the board to three more
letters in your packet, one from Jim Heard of Camden Real Estate, one from Martha Leighton,
the Prudential Northeast, and one from Mary Rollerson of Searsport. All three make the exact
same point and provide data and examples you just heard Ms. Tucker has alleged four realtors
with that same point. We won't belabor the point and repeat the exact same testimony, so
Elaine is really representing all four. I am going to stand here and pass the mic as you guys ask
questions.

BRIAN CALLAHAN: I don't have the Rollerson memo that you just mentioned?

HINCHMAN: OK. We have, I have a copy here, it's a one-letter, and the other, Martha
Leighton, is an attachment to one of the comments of...

CALLAHAN: Thank you.

PROBERT: Questions, Brian, at this time?

CALLAHAN: No.

PROBERT: Lee-Ann?

LEE-ANN HOROWITZ: I have a question for Jeannie. Right near the end of it you said you
would like us to consider what we're doing to our neighbors, I think that's what you said,
something like that, what is it that you think we are already doing?

LUCAS: I think the planning board is not necessarily considering the full picture of the impact
on everyone in this community. What I've seen demonstrated at times has been rather biased
behavior. Now, that is just Jeannie Lucas' observation, conversations with some of you off
line, but it feels as though hearing what we as people have to say about how our lives is
impacted is really important because it impacts your life, too.

HOROWITZ: I think we realize that.

LUCAS: I'm glad to hear you say that.
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HOROWITZ: But I don't, to me it sounds like an accusation, and I don't appreciate it because
we are trying to gather information from both sides, which is what we have to do, I know we
have talked about this, and I just want to make sure it is clear that we cannot just say no
because you want us to say no, we have a process, and we are trying to gather information now
and make a decision based on everything, so that's why we're here, we've given up five nights
of our lives this week, too, as has everyone else here, and will continue to do so until this is
resolved, but I just don't really appreciate the fact that it sounded like you were saying we're
already making decisions, I can't speak for everybody, but I don't think that my colleagues are,
either.

LUCAS: I respectfully hear what you have to say and am relieved to hear that you guys are
willing to keep an open mind. That's why I specifically requested it. DCP has a lot of real cool
slick presentations, and we're just bumpkins, right?

HOROWITZ: I don't think everyone is a bumpkin.

LUCAS: I think they do, but we just want to make sure...

PROBERT: OK, time-out. Lee-Ann. I think you've both made your point both ways. I'd like
to try to stick to facts and numbers on this as much as we can. Your point was made, and
rebuttal was made, lets move on. Do you have another question?

HOROWITZ: No, that's it.

PROBERT: Cindy. OK. We'll start with Mark.

MARK BRADSTREET: I don't have any questions, I would just like to reiterate what Lee-
Ann said, that I have a totally open mind here and my decision will be made on the seventeen
points that we have to vote on. Eighteen points, excuse me.

PROBERT: Randy? Neal? I'm going to address your comment, Jeanine. You and I have had
conversations, I hope I get it right, Jeannie, you and I had conversations for eleven years, I
guess, and you said at town meeting you didn't know where I stood, and that's just the way I
want it. I am going right in the middle, and I will challenge you and both sides of this room
from different points to know where you're coming from and just how strong you are on these,
and again, the only reason is to elicit information, and I just want to commend the whole panel
tonight, you did a real good job presenting information, and I thank you very much.

LUCAS: We thank you for listening, it's not always to do these sorts of things, and you guys
have been pretty well pummeled yourselves, we talked about that, too, Bruce. We appreciate it.

PROBERT: We'll move on. Does anyone else have any questions? Then, interested parties?
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JAMIE KILBRETH: I think some of this, can you hear me, yes?

PROBERT: Everyone else who gets up to speak has to say who they are and where they are
from, and I think this is probably a good time before we start to just go down the DCP people,
so we'll have an introduction and know who the team is there and where you people reside.

KILBRETH: OK.

PROBERT: So, we'll start right off with you, Jamie.

KILBRETH: Jamie Kilbreth, I live in Portland.

KELLY BODEN: Kelly Boden, 1 live in South Portland.

STEVE WALLACE: Steve Wallace, I live in Bremen.

CHANDLER LIPPITT: Chandler Lippitt, I live in Denver, Colorado.

DAVID GRAHAM: David Graham, I live in Denver, Colorado.

LIZ ELLIOTT: Liz Elliott, I live in Denver, Colorado.

BECKY MALLOY: Becky Malloy, I live in Denver, Colorado.

PROBERT: Does that complete the team that's here?

BODEN: It does.

PROBERT: OK. Please continue, Jamie.

KILBRETH: Thank you. So, we received a few appraisals tonight, as I think everybody
knows we need to look at those and try to evaluate them and decide what we want to do about
them, so I'm just going to try to make sure I understand what is in here, I have a couple of other
sort of general questions of people. I'll start in the order that the panel went. A couple of
people said this, and Mr., is it...

GOCZE: Gocze.

KILBRETH: Gocze, did I pronounce that right? The first question I had is so you mentioned,
and a couple of other people did, a blast zone?

GOCZE: That's been mentioned here over the past couple days, it's .55 miles, .6 miles.
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KILBRETH: OK, and you understand what that is?

GOCZE: Yes.

KILBRETH: What do you think it is?

GOCZE: If there was an explosion, we're in the area where we would have at least a 1 PSA
blast hitting our property.

KILBRETH: And, do you understand what would take to cause that kind of explosion?

GOCZE: I do.

KILBRETH: And what is that?

GOCZE: Failure of the tank.

KILBRETH: Any failure?

GOCZE: Well, there are several tanks there. You've got ethyl mercaptan, you've got a 90,000
pressurized tank, that would, a 90,000 gallon pressurized tank, that would be a major concern.
I think there is a town in Delaware that declined a 30,000-gallon tank for similar concerns that
we expressed here, and, there are railroad tracks that go right by my property, those are 10,000
gallon tankers, I believe, and of course tricks, and I think somebody mentioned human error,
you folks have put on a pretty good presentation, but we're all human, people make mistakes,
and I'm impressed with the systems you have, I'm also impressed with the fact that people do
make mistakes, and people want to do bad things, and that certainly happens, so, God willing
that nothing bad ever happens here, but the, I grew up in New Jersey, and believe me I avoid
New Jersey like the plague, I found there was a place like Maine, I don't want to live anywhere
else. I was down there in September, and my brother picked me up at the airport at nighttime,
we went down the New Jersey turnpike, and I'm like geesh, this is what we're looking at, these
tanks, they weren't near as big, but the point came back, I joke with my brother I have
nightmares about this place, and to have, you know, we have a very contained situation at
Mack Point right now, they're all down by the water, people cannot see them. This tank they're
all going to see, so, and I have, as Bruce said I will have one of the best views in town, so that
has an impact aside from the blast zone, I mean that might never happen, but that has the
impact, the fact that I will be looking at, I think that anyone with a view shed, number one, has
this property value impact, I mean Fannon discussed that last night.

KILBRETH: OK, so, so from where you are now you can see the tank farm as it is now, can't
you?
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GOCZE: No.

KILBRETH: You can't see it?

GOCZE: 1 can't see it, because when you drive by Kidder Point Road and you come along that
stretch, you can certainly see the whole tank farm, but you can't see it from my property.

KILBRETH: OK, is that because you're...

GOCZE: I guess just the way I am, the way its tucked in, the way the trees are.

KILBRETH: OK. And, I think that you said that you marketed, you tried to market the
property a few years ago?

GOCZE: I marketed it a year ago, last summer, in 2011.

KILBRETH: And had you put it on the market before then?

GOCZE: No.

KILBRETH: And so I understand this, what is the, so, appraisal you have, what I'm trying to
understand is what does the appraisal say you think the loss in the value of your property is?

GOCZE: The appraisal says a severe loss, of course I mentioned we had a realtor in 2011 who
thought that the loss would be in the area of 50%, the appraiser who looked at the property
wasn't looking for a loss, she suggested, she thought it would be severe, she did not offer a
number, and as I said these folks are conservative. Now, if there is an opportunity to find
somebody who will assign a number to that, we will certainly find them.

KILBRETH: Well, your appraised value is 305,000 dollars as of November 15...

GOCZE: The way it stands right now. I would contest that the asking price that we're offering
at 359, the difference between that 15% is due to the depression in the market that we're
looking at because of the onus of this project.

KILBRETH: OK, well, I think we'll look at the appraisal. Thank you.

GOCZE: Thank you.

KILBRETH: Ms. Stevens, do you have an appraisal?

STEVENS: We had our property appraised about four or five years ago when we took out our
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home equity loan, but I don't have a current appraisal, and in fact we don't really want to sell
our home right now. we like living in Searsport. We had planned to continue living here for
the next, you know, until we retire, which for people of our age group seems like will never
occur, but we, we had not planned to sell, it's just the specter of living in an unsafe area that
would make us want to leave, and I feel kind of stuck because we wouldn't be able to sell our
house or get what we had hoped for.

KILBRETH: OK, so we don't have an appraisal, and you, I think you mentioned something
about lighting, have you seen the lighting plan for this facility?

STEVENS: 1 saw, I have been coming to these meetings every night, and I did see the lighting
plan, and I've also heard discussion about similar lighting.

KILBRETH: So you understand lighting is inward directed, not outward directed?

STEVENS: But it would be all night long, and it would have an effect on the night sky.

KILBRETH: Have you seen the lights on at Mack Point as it is now?

STEVENS: No, I don't really, what do you mean? I never go down to Mack Point.

KILBRETH: OK.

STEVENS: Unfortunately where I live I would be able to see the tank and everything, I don't
really see Mack Point from where I live.

KILBRETH: You mean, the tank is not lit up, did you know that?

STEVENS: I understood that, yes.

KILBRETH: So, why do you think you'll see the tank at night or it will have an effect on the
night sky?

STEVENS: I'm sorry, that was just the impression I was under from the information I've
received.

KILBRETH: So, so Mr. Kelly, let me ask you this. I think you said something about toxic
times ten, what are you talking about? What are you referring to?

KELLEY: Times ten means, do I have to explain it?

KILBRETH: No, you have to explain toxic.
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KELLEY: Toxic.

KILBRETH: What's toxic?

PROBERT: Into the microphone, please, Mr. Kelley.

KELLEY: The air I breathe, light pollution is what I was trying to say, the light pollution, we
will definitely have that.

KILBRETH: Why do you think that? Have you looked at the lighting plan?

KELLEY: I see it every night.

KILBRETH: You see light pollution every night?

KELLEY: The way it is now it's got to be ten times.

KILBRETH: OK. Have you looked at the lighting plan, or are you just assuming that?

KELLEY: I don't have the material, if I had it I would probably...

KILBRETH: OK. Ms. Lucas, you, I think you said you are .6 miles away?

LUCAS: Yes.

KILBRETH: I didn't see an appraisal, you mentioned an appraisal but I didn't see it.

LUCAS: The cover pages is in there. If I need to provide the details, that's available, but
you've got both appraisal cover pages, which clearly indicate when they were done and what
the prices are.

KILBRETH: OK, I would like to see those, please. Would you mind doing that?

LUCAS: If it's relevant, I'll consult with our attorney, it might not be relevant, you might have
enough data there.

KILBRETH: I can't really evaluate your appraisal without it, that's up to you.

LUCAS: I'll talk about it with the attorneys.

KILBRETH: Now, in terms of the realtors, and maybe I'll talk to the realtor about that. I think
you said there were generally fewer interested buyers, is that correct?
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LUCAS: Absolutely.

KILBRETH: And you. I think you tried to distinguish between fewer buyers in general and
the effect of the project, correct?

LUCAS: I very clearly said that you might say to me how can I prove it's related to the tanks,
and so I gave an example. I don't recall hearing your answer, that if you were presented with
two homes that were of equal value, both we're your dream homes, one was next to a tank and
one was in a lovely neighborhood, which one would you choose?

KILBRETH: Well, I think that would depend, frankly, on whether I knew it was an industrial
zone.

LUCAS: And, so most of my friends who answer that question say I don't want to live in an
industrial zone, 1 am coming to live in Maine because of the quality of life, that's why I live in
Maine.

KILBRETH: You're aware that this is an industrial zone?

LUCAS: My home is not in an industrial zone, nor do I want it to become one.

KILBRETH: And the tank is not going to be in a residential zone...

LUCAS: The tank affects my property and my property value and my pocketbook and my
quality of life. You can minimize the lighting, you can minimize lots of things, but it will
impact, Fannon said so herself last night, and you heard it from other people here. Your job is
to discredit us. Keep going.

KILBRETH: I'm not trying to argue with you, I'm not trying to discredit you.

LUCAS: I'm not trying to argue with you, I'm waiting for your questions.

PROBERT: OK, let's get to the facts of the thing. I do remind counsel over there that in the
Site Plan Review Ordinance, the applicant has the opportunity to rebut and do their own study.

KILBRETH: And that's why I'm asking about...

PROBERT: You can do your own independent study, you'll probably have another chance at
this, we're not done here tonight.

KILBRETH: So, I'm not going to spend a lot more time on this, Mr. Chairman. In fact, I think
we'll look at this and, as you pointed out, we'll have a chance to come back and respond to it.
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and we'll do that.

PROBERT: With data.

KILBRETH: Always.

PROBERT: Do you have any further questions of the panel? Any other interested parties
have questions for this panel? There none being?

HINCHMAN: I just want to, two follow-up questions for the panel before we switch.

PROBERT: Go right ahead. It's your show.

HINCHMAN: Mr. Kelley, I'm sorry, can you pass the mic, Mr. Kelley? You were asked
about your concerns, and can you tell the board, remind the board again how close you are, we
measured it on Google Earth, how close you are to the facility, do you recall?

KELLY: Certainly. Less than half a mile.

HINCHMAN: OK. And, in addition, are your concerns limited to the light, or are you also
concerned about your personal safety and the value of your property related to the hazard zones
related to this facility?

KELLY: All of that.

HINCHMAN: OK. Thank you. Ms. Lucas, is it correct that your house is in a residential
zone?

LUCAS: I believe, technically, because it's on Route One it's a commercial zone.

HINCHMAN: That's commercial? Is a blast zone a use of right in a commercial-residential
zone?

LUCAS: I don't believe so.

HINCHMAN: So, an industrial blast zone extending off an industrial zone area onto your
commercially zoned location?

LUCAS: It sure seems to me.

HINCHMAN: Thank you.
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PROBERT: You can switch. I have a request, though. There's one other board member
absent, are all of your publications and literature, would you prepare a stack for me which I will
get over to George Kerper?

HINCHMAN: Yes, we have them.

PROBERT: If you'd just make sure I get it by the end of the meeting, Steve?

HINCHMAN: Thank you, everybody.

KILBRETH: Mr. Chairman, while they're switching panels, could we just make a request of
you to make of them, and that is in order for us to do an appraisal and evaluate this, we'll need
their agreement that they can access their property.

PROBERT: I'll let their counsel speak to that.

HINCHMAN: I'll work that out.

PROBERT: Steve, are you ready?

HINCHMAN: Yes.

PROBERT: While they're doing a little preparation here, I would like to point out to everyone
in the audience that all of this information, correspondence we have, data, charts, applications
and so forth are available at the town office to be looked at, it is public information, Freedom of
Access law, people ask questions about maps or lighting plans, the lighting plans are in the
application, there are other things that are in there, if you ever want to do a lot more research or
diligence, there is, you know, 700, 1,000 pages of things you can look over, and it's all public,
the only charge would be if you make copies.

HINCHMAN: Mr. Chairman, members of the planning board, this panel is all local business
owners, and I will let them introduce themselves and their businesses as they speak to you, and
make sure that you put that mic really, really close. You are going to have to hold it

PROBERT: Make sure it's on.

JAY ECONOMY: My name is Jay Economy, my wife and I live at 172 East Main Street,
where we own and operate the Yardarm Motel. I grew up in Rockland and I've lived in Maine
my whole life, my wife has lived in Maine for 44 years. In 2003 we moved to Searsport,
invested our life savings in purchasing the Yardarm Motel, our home and motel is located just
3/l0ths of a mile from the proposed LPG facility, my comments are abridged, my written
report is longer, so I am going to make sure that you know that.
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PROBERT: You can do it any way you like, you're the one with the microphone.

ECONOMY: I live three-tenths of a mile from the proposed LPG facility, this tank will
severely impact our business revenue and property value. We listened to Bud Hall's assessor's
presentation last night and we will be harmed in a very similar way. As a seasonal motel we
operate on a very thin profit margin, we will be able to see the tank from our property and we
understand this will harm our business revenue, because in 2004 and 2005, when Maine DOT
determined the Waldo-Hancock Bridge was not safe for heavy truck traffic, those trucks were
diverted away from Route 1, advised travelers to avoid that construction, avoid the routes
because construction activity might cause traffic delays. This and the publicity that the bridge
was not safe for heavy trucks resulted in people avoiding Searsport even though the old bridge
was safe for car traffic. Our business during this two years, 2004 and 2005, dropped 19.6% in
2004 and 13.7% in '05, from our income in 2003. Construction of this tank will have the same
kind of impact on our revenue, we feel it will even be more severe as the tank will not only
have a construction phase, it will be a permanent facility and fixture, and we believe people will
not want to travel through a hazardous zone that's created by this tank, even the hazard zone
described by our emergency management director encompasses both our home and our motel.
Tourists will not want to travel and vacation or stay in a hazard zone, we believe the increased
noise and light pollution and heavier truck traffic carrying the hazardous propane will also deter
tourists from out area, we are concerned that these kinds of things will be put on Trip Advisor
and websites that will result in tourists avoiding our area as they did in 2005 and '05. Safety is
a major concern for us, as other people have talked about, we are very concerned for the safety
of our motel guests, the safety of our family and friends, and we really feel that the life savings
we have invested in the Yardarm in purchasing and renovating it will be lost if this tank is built
and as others have said so that DCP can make a profit. Thank you.

BRENDA LISTON: Good evening. My name is Brenda Liston, I am, with my husband,
Michael, owner of the Captain A. V. Nickels Inn at 127 East Main Street, we are 6/IOths of a
mile away from the DCP projected project. We are sitting right on U.S. I, with property
running all the way down to the water of Penobscot Bay. It has been with great trepidation that
we have watched the progress of your potential approval of this DCP super-tank located at
Mack Point. The primary reason, of course, is because of the impact it will have on our tourist
industry that is our inn. As you are aware, we bought the Captain Nickels Inn property last
year, in January of 2011, we now understand that in March of 2011 there were ongoing
preparations to clear the possibility of potential expansion of the industrial park near Mack
Point with the approval of increased height ordinance for that area. Even if we had known
when we had bought the property two months whether the value stood at that point that such an
approval paved the way for a new business that would have a negative impact on our
investment and on the entire community of Searsport and the surrounding areas. While there
are many reasons about the liquid petroleum gas tank of this size such as noise increases for
24 hours a day, truck vibrations on roads and ground surfaces, sight and nature degradation on
the coast, decreased property values potential, historic setting and decimation, increased
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requirements potentially, potential increased property insurance premiums for the zones that we
live, in because of the traffic and other reasons, possible health hazards due to air quality
change, and a disastrous explosion potentials, to name just a few. This letter 1 submitted to you
will only address the aspects, and that is the quality of life detriment and loss of our investment
in this property. Let me be clear. Our decision to leave the Washington, DC area and move to
Searsport took a lot of heart-wrenching time, including doing research on doing business in
Maine, we thought we did thoroughly did our research on what we were getting into, we knew
it would be costly, we knew that would mean we would have to continue to work even after
our retirement age, and we are retirement age, although we did not intend to retire when we got
here. However, we could not get the environment of this area out of our minds. We were not
the first people to realize the quality of life in Maine is unique, it's a naturally beautiful,
relatively unspoiled area, all of you know that, all of you have been here all of your lives, we're
relative newcomers, we're from away, we realize that, and we have saluted the potential for this
environment that you've given us the opportunity to be part of. However, what we love most
here are the people of Maine. They, we already felt warm and welcome in Maine, we lived in
Aroostook County many years ago, did not even come back here for almost twenty years while
we traveled the rest of the world, and we came back on a visit and realized how much we
missed it This is a wonderful place. And we were looking at what we might do with the rest
of our lives, the only place where we could become part of the community, a place where we'd
know our neighbors and feel like we were contributing to the overall balance of the community.
We want to be part of the community, not just sitting around being retirees, not that there's
anything wrong with that, but we didn't want to be retirees wondering what we would do
tomorrow, we wanted to be part of the community, part of the involvement of being part of that
community. In my statement to you I have included my backgrounds, we have a large
background related to the Department of Defense and careers that we have had as well as our
own personal interest in planning and management and that sort of thing. We looked at the
property in November of 2010 and then we bought it last year at the end of January. We
moved here in April. This was not a small investment. As most of you know, the Captain A.
V. Nickels Inn had been sitting vacant for almost three years, there was no heat, no electricity,
no one caring for it, it was a repossessed building. Today we have invested approximately a
half-million dollars in the endeavor to bring this building back to life, not including the
outstanding mortgage and any money that we had as an investment into that mortgage, and the
existing furniture that we brought here to furnish the place. It's a beautiful place, and many
people have stopped by to tell us how much they feel like that building is a part of the history
of this community. We agree with them. It's not only a part of the history of this community,
it's part of the history of all of the United States, it's an old sea captain's home, how many of
those are left on the coast? How many are around? It is a beautiful piece of property, and it's
part of this community. A fairly significant amount of dollars that we've spent on renovation at
this point flowed right back into the community. We hired electricians, we hired plumbers,
we're still doing that, painters, direct labor, and of course property taxes that we've paid, which
are considerable in Searsport, we realize that, they really are, and the funds we've put back into
the community, we've spent a lot there. But we still have a lot to do, because a lot to do
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because there are a lot of needs to be addressed in that building and the surrounding grounds,
we intend on doing that next year, or at least that was our plan to do this next year. Our plan
was to establish the building and the surrounding area right adjacent to our property as a
destination point, an inn, a typical old inn where you can have food, lodging, drink, and a
wonderful, relaxing, great place to go and enjoy the environment the beauty of the area, all that
Maine is, the way life should be, and that was our point, that was our business plan, that was
what we wanted to do. And, of course, a safe place to live has a lot to do with that. But an
industrial liability with a giant tank was proposed by this company will have a negative coastal
view and excessive traffic on an already busy highway. We all already complain about the
traffic going by and how busy it is, what's the return on investment on travel in this area once it
gets even worse. There is no return investment, and we have to look at that, too, from our
standpoint we put everything we had into this, but what will be our return on investment if we
continue at this point? Maine has other beautiful areas without such negative findings, why
would anybody come here? Certainly there is no doubt that tourism and industrialization, not
industry, industrialization, are not good bed partners. This house was the home of sea captains
and families, and it has a wonderful historic footprint, and there's four other buildings right by
us that were part of the Nickels and MacGilvery family, and those buildings are in great
wonderful condition, they are partly being upgraded, one of them just recently just sold this
past year, and Searsport has the possibility of an American story that should not be so easily
cast aside with these beautiful homes, if you look around, where are the other places on this
coast that have this capability? We have the capability of building something based on your
history, there is a marine museum right here. I'm sad to think that that won't happen. Each of
these buildings that are around us has a lot of resources and various invested dollars into this
community, the hazard zone of this project, and I mean hazard zone in a lot of ways. Hazard
zone from the capability of could an accident occur? Of course it couldn't, there are never
accidents that occur that people don't plan on, I mean that never happens, does it? There have
not been any kind of accidents in facilities in years where somebody didn't know it was going
to happen ahead of time. But also, what about the risk of future business, because we're going
to kill what might be an emerging tourism industry. This was our first year of business, our
first full year of business, we started last year to renovate the building, by August we were able
to rent a couple of rooms, by October we opened our restaurant, our Captain's Table Restaurant
and our portico lounge. This year we hired ten people, ten people, that's small, I know that, we
hired ten people to work at our restaurant. Some of them have good salaries, others have
regular salaries for what you would find around the community. It had almost 475 overnight
guests just in this small season this summer. This summer, not last year right before the end of
the season, but this summer. Some of the people are from across the U.S., Trip Advisor has
been our friend, we get wonderful reviews on Trip Advisor, we get great reviews on Trip
Advisor, and people call us. Next year we have two bookings, one of them from Australia
already, the whole week, Australia, and another one from Pennsylvania, they find us on Trip
Advisor, and that's what goes on as comments on there. This year over 2,500 people were able
to drink and that sort of thing in our restaurant. Just this summer. And that was our first year.
Most people don't even know we're there, and we served 2,500 people. Our hope was to build
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the business even further, but let me be clear. We can't do that if we're talking about being in
the middle of an industrialized community. Another note, when we went in front of the
planning board in April of last year when we opened our inn, you guys were wonderful to us,
but you also were tough, tough, tough, tough on us, and one of the things you asked us what
our open hours were going to be, and you made sure we said our opening hours were not for
any outside activities that extend beyond 9 o'clock in the evening because of time, because of
noise and light in the community, and the noise that would be created by the lights that were all
on and it reverberates through the community, that's because it was happening before, it was
causing a lot of noise and a lot of problems in the community. You also told us we had to
close by 11:30 in the evening. We said OK, we've been following those rules. I understand
this LPG operation is going to be a 24/7 operation. OK, so it's down the road, how far is
down the road in Searsport? Why are they not going to be following the same rules as the
other businesses in Searsport have been asked to follow? I don't know if others have been
asked to follow that, but in my opinion we were asked to do that, I think that's a valid question
to ask. And the sound generated on the road by trucks that will be leaving that part outside of
the industrial area will be part of our concern, we already have enough noise on the road, some
of our guests won't stay in the front room because it is noisy because of the trucks on the road
at night, there's not that many at this point. Many of our overnight guests prefer the coastal
area for the relaxation we can provide at that beautiful, wonderful inn. Two in particular came
to mind that were looking for places to relocate, one of them was a single woman who had
decided that this was where she wanted to be, it was the right kind of community, she had done
a lot of on-line research, and in particular I am thinking of this family of four with two teenage
children who wanted to relocate to this area. They stayed with us for several days, different
times, not even related to each other, but they found out that there is an LPG tank projected for
this community, and they decided this was not the place they wanted to be, they will look at
other areas of Maine. As we all know, Searsport is a very small town, we love it, we love it
because of that we love it for other reasons, we love it for the people here, and we love it for
what we thought was a wonderful, cohesive community to live in. While industry and tourism
may be able to flourish together in larger communities such as Tampa and Newington, I'm
getting too long-winded. Further industrialization of the coast is going to have a devastating
impact on tourism, to think otherwise is just not viable We've lost our shipping industry that
put us on the map in the 1800's, we can't bring it back with this tank. This is going to be
known as the place not to be. And, where in Maine are you going to find waterfront property
that is useless or unsalable, but the last thing I want to leave you with is the testimony that
Buddy Hall's lawyer did last night which was brilliant. He said they currently have 35 to 40
employees, we had 10 this first year, I can't speak to our neighbor next door, The Homeport,
how many employees they have, but I can tell you that what you are probably going to lose
with the influx of the 12 jobs that DCP talked about is probably 45 to 50 jobs next year or the
year after after the tank is built because we won't be able to stay open, Buddy is not
going to be able to stay open, those are good jobs, they are jobs for this community that bring
other resources into the community. I'm really sorry to hear that we're doing this, I think that
being business-friendly in this town is absolutely important, and I think you are in so many
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ways, but let's be friendly to the businesses that are already here instead of courting businesses
that don't fit the businesses that are already here, that's a big issue to me is lets start having a
plan in the future when we look at what fits this community and how we can bring in more. I
think it is important to do that, let's just make sure that we are looking at the right business
industry to bring in. Thank you very much for your time.

PHYLLIS SOMMER: I am Phyllis Sommer, I live at 15 West Main Street in Searsport, I also
own 8 West Main Street in Searsport, and the properties are 1.5 miles from the proposed mega-
tank. The green packet you have is mine, it has an expanded statement, supporting documents,
maps, etc., this is an abridged form. Just a quick background, my husband and I came here
from New York City, we were both the children of immigrants, we worked in an East Harlem
high school, so there was no money there as you can tell, but we saved enough, moved to
Maine in 1975 after visiting the area for a couple of vacations, and we chose Searsport because
of the character, the history, the coastline, the potential for a wonderful life and for the success
of small businesses, because they were certainly here. We intended to live out our lives here,
not to make a quick killing by buying some real estate, fixing it up, flipping it and going, so this
is the commitment, and I have been here for 37 years. We invested all of our money into
buying a deteriorating house, which was the former Captain William Blanchard house, so I am
proud to say it is a sea captain's home in Searsport. We have restored it and have worked to
become a nationally known business. I represent ten additional antique dealers from other
towns in Maine, they rely on the income that my business generates, I rely on the income my
business generates both in sales and in rents that these dealers provide me. In the packet are ten
letters of concern, one from each of those dealers, about the proposed mega-tank. We have had
a long recession. This year things have begun to turn. I have seen an increase in my business,
I would say 10% this year over last year, it feels from my customers attitudes that they are
more relaxed, more comfortable, they are furnishing their homes or looking into second homes,
those are all positive signs of recovery. Forty years ago when we came through for the first
time, Searsport was a destination; it still is a destination, it was then known as the antique
capitol of Maine, if you go on different websites it is still referred to as the antique capitol of
Maine. People come here from all over the country for various reasons, not just antiques. I
have enclosed some brochures from the Maine Antique Dealer Association and the Searsport
Antique Dealer Association, which I and a couple of other local dealers started about four
years ago. My parents came here in '81, also bought a house, restored it, sons were born here,
they went away to school, they lived elsewhere, they returned, they chose Searsport, it was
their place to live. They both live in town, both have started businesses, we are ail
entrepreneurs it seems. One of the sons has a business in Searsport at 8 West Main Street, he
employs four local people. I am a sole proprietor, while I do not employ anybody I hire
tradespeople only locally. My son has also bought a house on Route One, so he is investing in
his life here, this is where he is raising his children, and he would be here tonight if he could.
My other son is here tonight, he lives in Searsport, his business is in Belfast, it, too, can be
impacted. I have also invested in the community by working on many school committees and
town committees, probably the most critical one was chairing the comprehensive committee
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from 2000 to 2006. The language in the comp plan is carefully crafted to include safety and
protection of our resources, the coastline, the habitat, the wetlands, air quality, water quality,
importantly the health and safety of the residents and the visitors. In our comp plan, I included
some of these sections. Section K, Page 8, we have a definition of the industrial district. It is
the, the industrial district will be established to accommodate industrial and large commercial
development The permitted use will include light industry, emphasis on light industry,
manufacturing, warehousing, storage, wholesaling, and similar uses of equivalent impact. I
notice in DCPs application to the planning board under land use standards they indicate that the
comprehensive plan notes that the chosen location for the proposed terminal in the industrial
district is intended for "industrial and large commercial development", that was not the
permitted use. The permitted use is light industry. They simply took the first sentence and
used that, they did not imply what we implied. It seems to me, and this is my opinion only, that
DCP has been bending the ordinances to their own needs, first by being the authors of the
change to the height limit in the industrial zone, and currently by whittling away at the language
of protection within the comp plan. Also, just in the desire for accuracy, Mack Point is in the
industrial zone, we helped to define that, it was already there, it is a permitted use, other
permitted uses are again of equivalent impacts. I would also like to point out that the regional,
in the comp plan we stressed regional cooperation because of projects that may have larger,
broader impacts than just our town, we live in an area, we don't live in isolation. I keep
thinking about Senator Collins1 statement that the environment is our economy, and it leads me
to a list of my concerns. I rely on tourists, visitors, summer residents, local folks. I am
concerned about the loss of business due to heavy truck traffic, the increased noise, air
pollution, the degradation of Route One road bed, lots of congestion, increased accidents, we
have already had a two-fold increase of accidents from Savage Road to Station Avenue
according to MDOT's own reports. It means less accessibility to the town by customers who
come from all over the country. It could mean an increase of costs of municipal services, I'm
not citing those references to performance standards, you all know them by heart, I did put
them in my expanded version. I am concerned about becoming an industrialized area, which
could tip the balance of the economy. Our specific economy derives its tax revenues from
residential bases, that's 60%, 22% commercial, 18% industrial, of which Mack Point generates
only 14%, so you can see where our tax revenues come from, that is a fragile balance, it needs
protection. I am concerned about losing a lifetime of investment of three generations, my
parents, my late husband and myself, and my sons, who chose Searsport to live in. We cannot
survive the multiple impacts of heavy industry, this one which is incompatible with our existing
economy. It may take two years or so, but it will hurt us, my family and our total assets, and
the rest of the town, possibly
irreparably. I am concerned also about Searsport's ability to attract residents and visitors and
new compatible businesses to keep that pie chart balance that you see before you. Thank you
for your time.

LAURIE SCHWEIKERT: I'm Laurie Schweikert, my husband, Rick, and I moved here in the
'70's into a residence at 12 Summer Street, and we have a business at 27 East Main Street in
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Searsport. In 1983 we opened the Grasshopper Shop in downtown Bangor, Maine, and five
years later, because we always had a desire to live near water, we invested in a summer camp in
Searsport. We spent from that time on all our summers here with our three children, and we
would commute back and forth to Bangor to our business. We spent most days off year-round
winterizing and improving our property, and we fell in love with the area, and we came up with
a long-term plan to hopefully semi-retire here as soon as possible. Well, that took about 29
years, but we finally were able to. We also encouraged our parents to relocate to Searsport, and
they became our neighbors. In 2004 we decided to take a chance and open a Grasshopper
Shop in downtown Searsport because we were hoping to offer more retail options to
Searsport-area residents. We sold our home in Bangor in 2006 and moved here permanently,
and then we commuted until 2011, when we finally sold our business in Bangor, our property
there, and moved here permanently. Our store here in Searsport has been open year-round for
nine years, it's a tourism-enhanced business that has employed more than 15 local area
residents. We have provided some teens with their first work experience and have employed
all ages, including senior citizens. Our employees are local and spend their wages in local
communities, primarily in Searsport. The most common question we were asked when we
opened was will you stay open year-round. That was something that we wanted to be able to
do. July and August are our busiest and profitable months, followed by September and
December. These four months allow us to remain open year-round and to pay our employees.
We did not select our Searsport location because we felt it would be highly profitable, rather
because we came to love Searsport area and we wanted to give something back to the
community. We felt we had the retail experience to make the store a success. After we opened
our Main Street location in an empty bottle redemption center, a coffee shop and a book store
quickly filled in the other empty adjacent store fronts. Many have asked and still ask why we
didn't open in Belfast, which is a bigger community and would be more profitable. The answer
is that we are committed to the Searsport community and will remain committed until it
becomes financially unfeasible. Any decrease in tourism would have a major impact on our
ability to open, to stay open year-round and ultimately to be open in Searsport at all. I think a
lot of people in the community really appreciate the fact that we're open year-round, they can
come get a card, they can come get a gift some of you are customers, some of your family
members are customers, most of you are familiar with our store. Many of the customers that
we meet in the summer, and we're friendly and we chat with almost everybody that comes in,
come here to escape industrialized areas and enjoy the beauty of Penobscot Bay on the
midcoast I have talked to customers who have not been here before who comment on the
exquisite beauty of the coast and how fortunate we are to live here. I readily agree with them, I
feel blessed to be able to live near Penobscot Bay. Many inquire about rentals and housing
costs, others say that they are looking into some way to find a way to retire here. This past
year many have inquired about the tank and asked for more information. This is partly due
because I hung a small poster in our window that shows the size of the proposed tank to
known landmarks, and there's a copy for each of you in the packet, it looks like that, and the
reason that I put that together because it is really hard to visual, visualize how large this tank is
going to be, so you'll see on that I tried to find, I researched a lot of landmarks in Maine, and
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for example the Bangor Standpipe is, the tank is 27 feet higher than that and 115 feet wider in
diameter. It is only 3 feet shorter than the Union Street in Bangor, which you come into
Bangor it's on the left, it's 140 feet from the ground to the top of the steeple, and that's the
highest steeple in Maine. Our State House in Augusta is only 14 feet higher than the proposed
mega-tank. This summer I have watched our customers' enthusiasm for the area dissolve from
their faces when they learned about the possibility of the tank. Many customers, locals, tourists
and summer residents are shocked that Searsport would consider a project that would blight the
Searsport landscape and place many more large trucks on Route One. Our customers come
from Searsport, the campground and the motels and the B and B's. Also from Belfast,
Northport, Camden, Orland, Blue Hill, Surry, Castine, Stonington and Deer Isle as well as
former Bangor area customers. Fifty percent of our business is in the four months of June
through September, 65% of our sales if you throw in May and October, what they call
shoulder months. Ours is a tourist and summer resident business, and they are the ones who
allow us to open year-round for the rest of the Searsport area customers. These customers
from away and other areas can easily choose to drive in other directions if they are worried
about traffic, truck traffic or safety. We have many instances in the store that we have heard
squealing brakes of big trucks as they realize that traffic has stopped to allow pedestrians to
cross the crosswalk, and it's not that easy for them to stop that quickly, and a lot of times we
are all sort of freaking out when we hear all this noise, what's going to happen, we're hoping no
one's going to be harmed. We are at a tipping point, we don't need more trucks. I have no way
to prove these are the comments we have received, and we are honest people and encourage
you to do what is best for our community. We are not against industrialization, we can see
some of the tanks at Mack Point from our home, yet we still chose to buy here and to live here.
We believe in balance of industry, small business and ecotourism for Searsport. The mega-
tank project tips the balance towards heavy industry. We want to continue to live in Searsport,
we don't want to live in Tankport, which is what I'm afraid our town will be called when the
image of the DCP tank becomes the looming image associated with our town. I thank you for
your thoughtful considerations, and Rick has a few things to add.

RICK SCHWEIKERT: Thank you Mr. Chairman, board, DCP representatives, and all the
people of Searsport. We appreciate you being here listening to us. In 1988 we bought our
Searsport residence, a small camp on a lot 50 by 100. We consistently made improvements
over the years, making purchases entirely locally. We now have a cost basis of over 350,000
dollars in this now year-round house. In 2002 we expanded our Bangor business to the small
town of Searsport, making it our fourth location. I'm sorry I'm repeating some of what Laurie
said, I'll keep it short. Our goal is to serve the area with quality goods through a fun and
entertaining presentation. It cost 300,000 dollars to get it up and running. We placed our
investment on the current mix of businesses in Searsport and our perception of the potential,
just like DCP sees a potential for profits down the road with the propane market. Our house
lot is too small, is so small that there's no room for a garage on it without breaking the rules, so
we bought an empty house lot 1,500 feet up the road and put a garage on it We also installed a
wind generator and solar panels on our house, meeting with Randy Hall to ensure compliance
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with all town codes. A taller wind tower would have been better, but we kept it below the 35-
foot code. We did not seek any variances, we simply followed the rules. DCP comes to
Searsport only if they can change the rules. Our height ordinance served the town very well
for decades, keeping everything in a determined balance. With the changes, we will be out of
balance. DCP reps actually wrote the ordinance change. Many here seem to favor a large
multinational business over a local small business, but it is small business that accounts for
24% of town revenue. Industry only accounts for about 16%. DCP clearly filed their
application without permits in hand but were allowed to move forward by slightly bending the
rules again. I did not have a problem with that because I knew the permits were probably
coming, but the industrial zone may have options, it is not big enough for their project, so they
are spilling their industrial project onto commercial zones, trying to bend the rules once again.
The size of this DC project will change the character of our town, the added truck noise will
make our store location terrible. Many small businesses will be adversely affected. DCPs
interests to this town will force many of us out of business. I believe in small business, I
believe small is beautiful, which is what E. F. Schumaker titled his book, with the subtitle
Economics As If People Really Mattered. DCP is too big for any of us as individual
townspeople to really matter, that's just my opinion, I know that may be stretching things, but.
The Fannon study made no attempt to create a baseline of business in Searsport. No one seems
to be very well-informed about what we do have here. Some in the town think it's small boat
building, the tax revenue facts do not support this representation, we have a lot more going for
us than that. We have a lot more to lose with this mega project than we have to gain from, for
the twelve jobs we will gain I think we will lose one-hundred jobs, only time will provide the
proof, but then it will be too late. With new rules in this town, my investments will be
threatened, we will be hurt financially. The propane terminal is the wrong project for a site that
has many, that has more potential than only twelve jobs. Can anyone say that I am crazy to
object to this project, when it threatens my existence in Searsport and my financial well-being?
Thank you for listening.

KILBRETH: Excuse me, Steve, was there a handout that came with the Schweikerts, we didn't
get anything that came with the Schweikerts. The last thing we got was for the Pumpkin Patch.
Thank you.

STEVEN TANGUAY: Good evening, my name is Steven Tanguay, my wife Astrig and I
own Searsport Shores Oceanfront Campground, the property of the campground we keep in a
family trust so that others in our family, nephews who are crazy, I mean ambitious enough to
want to get in the business may some day do so, and I really do appreciate you giving me an
opportunity to talk to you about our concerns and opinions. I thank you for this opportunity to
speak to you. As you know, we have been thinking a lot about the proposed LPG tank project
and how it would fit into our lives and into our business. When we came to Searsport 20 years
ago, the national economy was strong, things were going well and it was relatively easy to
attract camping business. We worked hard and didn't have a life outside of work, but we were
able to build our dream with sweat equity and the combined resources of two households. Our
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labor and the travelers' money were a very good combination. Our business grew from an
almost empty weekend over July 4th in 1993 to record occupancy, until the stock market
crashed, the housing bubble burst, and the guests who had been coming for a decade lost their
jobs and their discretionary income. In a matter of a couple of short seasons it became apparent
that we needed to reinvent ourselves and our business. Ecotourism, sustainable tourism,
cultural tourism and the creative economy were all terms we gathered from the Maine Office of
Tourism, Maine Office of Agriculture, the Maine Arts Commission and the University of
Maine. Following their model as laid out in the Brookings Report and others, we defined our
market and our marketing. Where once we relied on one- or two-night stays, we found we
could present ourselves to families who wanted to stay for five to seven nights. If we could
convince these guests that this was a safe destination with plenty of places to visit and things to
do, if we packaged visiting itineraries, families would change their plans and make Bar Harbor
a day trip and Searsport the home base of their vacation. Searsport is unique, with its sea
captains' homes, the Penobscot Marine Museum, Sears Island, and mom-and-pop
establishments, reminded people of a simpler life. We changed our marketing and capitalized
on these connections. I use the word connection carefully because our community is a spider
web of support, without the enticement of the antique and tool shops, the Grasshopper Shop
and the museum store, we wouldn't be able to fulfill one of the main vacation activities, and
that's shopping. We need Angler's Restaurant, A.V., The Mermaid and the Brick House so
that when the front desk is asked where should we go for dinner, we can name places that they
won't find anywhere else in the world. If we can suggest people walk the beach to Toziers for
their breakfast supplies and ensure them that the shoulder on Route One is large and safe, they
will walk or bike into town, no worries about parking. According to the University of Maine,
the average number of nights a guest now stays in Maine is about 4.2. We would like to think
because of our marketing we have done a little better than average, we now expect our guests to
stay 4.9 nights. It is troubling, to say the least, that the Fannon study found the tourists to the
Nantucket Sound spent an average of 2.9 fewer nights in the area near the windmills.
Windmills are a new technology that are a little different than a large petroleum facility, it is
moreover tourists who said they would stay as long as before said they would do so only if
they could pay less for lodging. Let's do some math. If each visitor spends 144 dollars a day
while on a trip, this represents a loss of 420 dollars per visitor, assuming that these visitors
spent 2.9 fewer days here. Three fewer nights in the campground means that Searsport Shores
will lose an average of 182 site dollars plus any additional money that have been generated
from store purchase, profit centers such as kayak rentals, firewood and other activities. The
state tells us that Maine markets are in-state, Boston and DC and the surrounding New England
states and the Canadian Maritimes, Boston being the closest urban center is 3.5 hours away,
and the average tourist caps a weekend getaway at two hours of driving, therefore we can't
depend on that market. Who will we attract if we are already going to lose folks for 2.9 ninths
of the 4.9 nights? They are not going to make the drive to Searsport. If other destinations on
the Maine coast don't suffer the stigma of poor air quality, light pollution and tanker-truck
traffic, Searsport will be put at a further disadvantage, if we lose Angler's Restaurant, The
Yardarm, the Grasshopper Shop, we're less attractive to the visitor and to us. This year
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Searsport Shores sent over 2,800 people to Angler's Restaurant If the town loses those
dinners to Belfast, it's another loss, causing a negative ripple effect on our local town revenue.
If we lose the retirees who keep the parks beautiful and our planter boxes full, we'll be less
attractive. The point is the community needs each other, and more truck traffic and more
pollution will affect the desirability of Searsport as a destination, and we cannot survive on
one-night stopovers. Using the state's studies on tourism market trends, we added a tag line,
tide pools, gardens, goats and honeybees a few years ago and began focusing our marketing on
the rural experience we could provide. Because we offer a unique product supported by a
unique region, we are able to target a special market who puts a premium on longer stays,
longer forays, and to date has generally been willing to overlook any inconveniences of the
port, choosing to focus on the beauty of a passing tanker rather than the noise and light
pollution that is increasingly being generated. These loyal customers have been sending their
friends, and with their support we've expanded our ocean programs and original art classes into
week-long events, most notably fiber college in September, that has helped build our off
season. These efforts have built up are slower, helping to, when times are slower, excuse me,
helping to expand our business and visitors to town. The success we've enjoyed flows into the
community. Many of the artists we feature are local crafts people who have the opportunity to
sell and teach. The Midcoast Welcome Center told us that for the past years they have been
able to fill most of the region's hotels, motels and B and B's with fiber college attendees. Our
own research testifies that the weekend guests spend an average of 589 dollars while they are
in the Searsport area. Local shops have begun to extend their hours to accommodate the
additional business. This year we were proud to work with the Searsport Historical Society in
a joint fundraising dinner. We were rated one of the top campgrounds in our industry and all
the guidebooks that are used in the industry and chosen one of the top beach-front
campgrounds in New England by the Boston Globe this year. I tell you this because we have
something unique, and it won't survive additional truck traffic and port pollution. Across the
country and the worked tourism is recognized as an industry that supports our local economy.
Last year we had 9,000 guest nights, at times we are 8 to 10% the population of Searsport, and
they general eat their meals out, they visit the bridge, the museum and bike Sears Island, and
they buy a fishing tackle or clam hoe at Hamilton Marine, because our property value and our
business value are one and the same, we urge the board to recognize that until our
transportation infrastructure issues have been settled, tourism needs their support in order to
survive. Take the case of Newington and Portsmouth. Newington is economically depressed
and Portsmouth enjoys a strong flow of tourism dollars. Which community do we want to
model? The data is very clear on delivering on the tourism market in contrast to the energy
market. No matter how we look at the situation, we realize that our business, our property
values, our lives are all intertwined. When we adopted the creative economy into our business
model, we gave up the distinction between work life and real life, for it's all one and the same,
we have everything invested in this business, and I agree this is the tipping point that will
diminish our capacity to do business, our property loses its value. We are talking about our
lives and everything that we have. Our guests don't see the difference between the land and the
business, they want safety, security, a peaceful atmosphere and coastal beauty. Isn't that what
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most of us want as well? And, I just want to share a few comments, the last few weeks we
have gotten some letters from our guests, I think they have been following some of the issues,
we had one of the, my wife runs one of the most read tourists blogs in our industry, and people
like to see what's going here in the middle of the winter in their campground, which may of
them consider their home away from home. Dear Astrig, from my experience large commercial
factories and manufacturing facilities within easy view, now this comes from the president and
CEO of the National Association of RV Parks and Campgrounds, and he heard about our
situation, the proximity of a large manufacturing facility to a beach-front campground does not
create the kind of environment that RV'ers and campers find attractive and might and it goes on
and on, but in my personal and professional expert opinion as described the location and
appearance of the proposed facility, there is a very high degree of probability that your
campground business will adversely impacted and likely suffer a loss of business, and I will
put all these in the records. Hello, my family and were hoping to make our visit to the
Searsport Shores campground an annual event. Down further, sadly if this tank goes into
place, for the safety and comfort of my family and children I won't be visiting Searsport for
vacation. Another letter, found the place peaceful, charming, and just lovely, I was saddened to
learn there is the potential for a large gas, on and on, it will definitely affect whether or not we
will return to your campground for a place to say or recommend it to friends. And another
letter, some eleven years ago I began coming north from Maryland for almost two weeks
almost every summer with my three daughters and I and our dog to begin the tradition of
family camping vacations. My daughter was married here. I, for one, would stop coming to
Searsport she says later in the letter. I would not bring my children back, another letter, I'm a
mom of of four great kids and live in Abbington, Pennsylvania, approximately a 14-hour drive
away, and it goes on, and I'll leave those with you. Thank you for your time and listening, Mr.
Chairman. Thank you.

HINCHMAN: So, we gave a copy of the packet of all those letters to Brian for the record and
to the other parties, and we will make sure the rest of the board members get copies as well.

PROBERT: I think we have received some of those letters individually, the names are familiar
and the content is familiar, but. Anything else, Steve?

HINCHMAN: That's our panel, open for questions.

PROBERT: Interested parties?

KILBRETH: Mr. Chairman, could I ask that we take a quick break now in terms of when we
might take a break?

HINCHMAN: Can we finish this panel so...

KILBRETH: You don't have to reseat them, they don't have to go anywhere, I would like to
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just take a quick break.

HINCHMAN: Do you have questions for them?

KILBRETH: Yes, we do.

PROBERT: OK. Are you comfortable or uncomfortable?

KILBRETH: I'm uncomfortable.

PROBERT: OK. I think that probably answers the question. If you can hold your seats and
you get your uncomfortable and we will be back here at seven minutes past eight by that clock.
While you get comfortable I do have an announcement to make. The press will want to hear
this one, and the rest of the people. Right now there will be no December planning board
meeting, we have no business. The next regular planning board meeting will be January 14th,
6:30 p.m. at Union Hall, hopefully we will recess this public hearing tomorrow night,
reconvening January 16th, that's a Wednesday, 6 p.m. at this place.

RECESS

PROBERT: Let's come to order, resume, I think everyone's more comfortable now? Please
take your seats. I don't tell time very well, we're five minutes over. I thank this panel for their
comments, now it's open to questions of the panel from members of the planning board, we'll
start at the far end. Neal?

FRANGESH: I have no questions.

PROBERT: Randy? Mark?

BRADSTREET: Mr. Economy, have you experienced any loss in room rentals that you can
attribute to, you know, the announcement of the possibility of this proposed facility?

ECONOMY: We have not. I couldn't say that we have. We had about the same kind of a year
as last year.

BRADSTREET: Do you feel that if it is built, then, you would suffer losses?

ECONOMY: I think we'll suffer severely.

BRADSTREET: I see. Thank you.

PROBERT: Thank you. Nothing there. Lee-Ann?
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HOROWITZ: No.

PROBERT: Cindy.
• r~ ctAx,* Steve when vou said you had 9,000 guest

TANGUAY: Visitor over the course of the year, yes, inc.uding fiber coilege week, yes.

GALLANT: And, yours was 475 guests for the season? Yes.

LISTON: When. said 475 as our number, we so.d 475 individual rooms, usuaUy they were
stayed in by two or more people

GALLANT: OK.

LISTON: We had some rooms where four people can stay, where a number of_people> can
stay. And, of course, this was our first, it was a short season, we were open 25 weeks.

GALLANT: Thank you.

PROBERT: Anything further?

BRADSTREET: Just one. To follow up on that, how many rooms do you have in your
facility, and I should know that because I'm on the planning board, but I can't remember.

LISTON: We have eight rooms, two of them are suites.

BRADSTREET: OK. Thank you.

PROBERT: This one is to Brenda in particular.

LISTON: OK.

PROBERT: You can speak back, but I am just going to talk now. We are equally hard on
everyone, and in a way its heartwarming to sit here and listen to you people talk how good
Searsport is and the business and so forth, but every one of you have been before this board, I
don't think any of you got a free ride, and no one's getting one now, we are equally tough on all
of them, and we have yet begun.

LISTON: My comments did not indicate that you were over-hard on us, just that you had
tough questions and we felt like we answered them and have abided by what you wanted us to
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do.

PROBERT: You did, and that's exactly what we're going to do on the line and what we have
been doing, and all must meet the performance standards, the applicant must meet all of the, just
want to strengthen that point, you didn't get an easy ride, Jay didn't, you saw what happened
next door, and Phyllis, and I could go down the line, no one walked through without, I
wouldn't say a fight, but they met all of them and did it well, and we do not court business, as I
said at the beginning, the economic development committee courts it, we get an application and
we act on it, we're an administrative body, we don't enforce the rules, either. Usually when
you get your application, you always go with our well-wishes and hopefully have a successful
and profitable business. Please, LA?

HOROWITZ: I just want to echo what Bruce just said, because I noticed in at least two of the
presentations that it came up again that they are disappointed in what we're doing, that the town
consider a project here like we courted it, and we did not, we're just trying to listen, and we're
just trying to get information, that's it.

LISTON: If you're directing that at me, I would have to say that I have no negative in my
comments that I intended that way, sometimes when you write something it sounds that way to
the reader, so I certainly want you to know that they were not intended that way, we answered
the tough questions, and there should be tough questions, you're looking at businesses coming
into a town which should balance the economy of the community and not cause it to go into
unbalance, and we feel like we answered the questions. I only meant it that way, that when it
came to the sound issue, it's just a comment from the standpoint of that's what you asked us to
do, and that's what we have done, and we appreciate that, too. Thank you.

PROBERT: Matter closed. Now onto interested parties if the board if finished? Counselor?

KILBRETH: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Let me first ask, and this is really directed to
anybody on the panel, just so everybody is clear about this, where in any of the ordinances is
tourism listed as a performance standard?

HINCHMAN: Steve Hinchman for counsel. Can I just, I'm not going to object, but I'm going
to state that it's pretty clear that the economic impact is fundamental to almost all of the
performance standards, and tourism is the basis of the economy for each of these businesses
here, I think that can answer the question.

KILBRETH: Well, I'm not interested in having an argument with Mr. Hinchman, but I think
the board understands my point about this. So, Mr. Economy, let me direct this specific
question to you. In your handout, you've got a Figure I called thermal radiation hazard zone.

ECONOMY: Yes.
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KILBRETH: I can't put this up on the screen, but if the board could look at that, it is Figure 1
in Mr. Economy's handout and you draw a radius of 2,400 feet around the facility and identify
your location right at the edge of that, correct?

ECONOMY: Yes.

KILBRETH: What's the, where do you get the 2,400 feet?

ECONOMY: That came from James Fay's report.

KILBRETH: Alright. And did you listen to the testimony of Dr. Raj?

ECONOMY: Yes, I did.

KILBRETH: And are you aware that in his testimony he made clear that the only conceivable
and highly unlikely fire in the radiation hazard zone is 148 feet?

ECONOMY: Yes, I did hear him say that, and I would also feel that that is an issue that
several people have different opinions about, so, in whatever reports I've heard we are in the
hazard zone, a hazard zone, whether it's the one, is it PSI blast zone or the thermal radiation
hazard zone.

KILBRETH: And, do you understand what hazard zone means?

ECONOMY: It means that there is a danger.

KILBRETH: Well, you understand that that's used to identify the area in which emergency
responders need to be able to respond?

ECONOMY: Well, what I read from that is that I'm in the hazard zone, so I'm facing the
hazard.

KILBRETH: Do you have any idea what the likelihood of the hazard is? The risk?

ECONOMY: Well, you know, if I'm in my yard, I'm fearful that, yes, sure, maybe one in
whatever, you know, it's still a chance, you can't rule out the possibility that an accident can
happen or somebody might perpetrate a hostile act on a tank as a terrorist, things can happen
like that, and we have to live with that.

KILBRETH: OK, so, so, we're talking about risk, and there are lots of activities that involve
risk, correct?
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ECONOMY: Yes.

KILBRETH: Driving in your car, auto accidents, that's a risk, right?

ECONOMY: Well, a 22-million-gallon propane tank is a pretty big risk.

KILBRETH: Well, how many people have been killed in car accidents since say 1980?

ECONOMY: Well, you know, that is a concern, I have concerns about knowing the truck
drivers and their possibility of having an incident, but I have seen many accidents on that Route
One corridor going north on Route One towards, for tourists, is just I'm looking at something
on the side of the road and they rear-end somebody, or run into somebody, if they run into a
tank truck, that could cause an accident there would be an accident, and there could be some
serious happening.

KILBRETH: And you understand that the Department of Transportation determined there was
no significant increase in traffic that would increase the likelihood of accidents connected with
this project?

ECONOMY: Well, some of this I think you just have to look at it with some common sense.

KILBRETH: I agree with that actually.

PROBERT: I am going to ask you to, I understand the humor, I see it, keep the mouths closed
when you're laughing, please, no cheers one way or another. And where are you going with
this, counselor, have you reached your point yet?

KILBRETH: Well, my point is that there is risk associated with a lot of activities, the risk Dr.
Raj ascribed to this tank having any of the things that people are concerned about is lower than
the risk of driving to Angler's Restaurant, so I think, and we will produce some more, you
know, risk-based analysis for you in January, but I think people need to understand this
concept.

ECONOMY: I heard a comment last night from the, Buddy Hall's assessor that he had
consulted with Good Harbor on some issue and they had a different opinion of the risk that the
tank will cause than Dr. Raj had.

KILBRETH: I don't think you know that yet, we will hear from Good Harbor and we will find
out.

PROBERT: I think we will be finding that when Good Harbor testifies, if you come up with
some figures on risk you will do it with numbers, Mr. Economy, please, at this point the
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chairman has the floor. When you come up with some numbers on risk, that is the time to
present something, we're going on suppositions right now. Do you wish something else? OK.

KILBRETH: I'll direct this to Ms. Liston. I think you said that tourism and industrial
development are not good partners, is that correct?

LISTON: No, what I said was tourism and industrialization of an area this small are not very
compatible.

KILBRETH: OK, so...

LISTON: And, of course, that's an opinion based on living in this community, which I do.

KILBRETH: OK. Have you looked at the Searsport town home-page?

LISTON: Yes.

KILBRETH: And, you're aware that the town has proudly described it's seaport roots and
history?

LISTON: Yes.

KILBRETH: And that includes a major chemical industry, petroleum products, shipping,
paper, lumber, chemicals, continue to arrive and depart from the seaport.

LISTON: I'm not opposed to the development of the seaport in the town of Searsport, I think
that's wonderful, what I'm opposed to is industrialization that begins to look like Newark, New
Jersey, where you would not site an inn of the type that we have been trying to develop for the
past year. And that, sir, is an opinion, I realize that.

KILBRETH: Have you looked at the visual simulations that have been done of the tank?

LISTON: Yes.

KILBRETH: And, from where you are, your inn is located, you think you can see the tank?

LISTON: Sir, from where I live, the town of Searsport, you can see the tank anywhere you
start driving U.S. One as you go in that direction. Most of our traffic goes from south to north
going up that road, and I can not only see the tank if I get on that road, I can't see it from my
doorway, no, sir, we can't.

KILBRETH: And you can't see it everywhere from Route One, can you?
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LISTON: Not everywhere on Route One, and of course there will be increased traffic due to
the tank, and I think we need to take that into consideration, too. I'm looking at the bigger
picture, the long-range plan of how it's going to impact when our tourism industry decides it
doesn't want to drive those routes because of the increased traffic, not just the visual impact,
although the visual impact is significant.

KILBRETH: What do you think the increased truck or traffic is?

LISTON: I believe the number you have put into your report is 144, 144 is the right term, it
was maximum, was it maximum you said, 144?

KILBRETH: What it said was if you ran the loading racks 24/7, the maximum number of
trucks you could fill was 144.

LISTON: That's right, that's what you said.

KILBRETH: And that was done for purposes of the air permit, which requires you to calculate
the maximum possible emissions.

LISTON: So, in the report, it could be 144.

KILBRETH: Well, I think, were you here last night?

LISTON: Yes, I was.

KILBRETH: So you understand the discussion that in fact it won't be anything like...

LISTON: I heard the discussion, but I know what's in your report.

KILBRETH: OK. The, what is the thing that causes you to think you won't be able to stay
open if the tank is built?

LISTON: A large number of our, this was our first year of business, I mentioned that, we did
very little marketing, we live in a historic building, we've made it look very attractive, we've
done a lot of work to entice people to come to a relaxing environment where they can get away
from the rest of the world. A lot of our business has been from the rest of New England south
of here, some of it from Canada, a pretty good slice from Canada, I can get data if you need
that but also from all parts across the U.S. and some European people, they are seeing our
comments on Trip Advisor as being a great destination place to get away, and Trip Advisor, to
our great surprise, which we didn't know until we opened this business, I had never even seen
it until we started hearing about it when we had comments on there, to our great surprise is one
of the places people seem to go to find out information about places they want to stay, so our
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comments on Trip Advisor have greatly influenced the business we've had so far, otherwise,
you know, we never would have had very much business, we didn't even plan on this much
business to start with because we didn't market it, we just were trying to get started, so when
the comments on Trip Advisor start being negative as opposed to positive, we and, in our
opinion of course we're just talking supposition here because we don't have data, we'll have
data later but it will be too late then, when we have data we can tell you a little bit more, that
right now it is our opinion that our positive comments are bringing tourists in this area
specifically to stay with us, and that is what they are saying, specifically to visit your inn, this
historic building, we don't expect that to happen when it becomes difficult to be here for a lot of
other different reasons including traffic and the sight of the tank.

KILBRETH: So, you're assuming...

LISTON: We're assuming, sir.

KILBRETH: OK. That's all I wanted to know.

LISTON: That's all we can do at this point, just like we are waiting until you can provide the
SSI information...

PROBERT: Let's let him move on, I think we've answered the question, we're going to run out
of time, we have one hour to go and we have two more panels.

KILBRETH: Let me ask Ms. Sommers some questions about the Pumpkin Patch and her
testimony. I think you mentioned the Comprehensive Plan?

SOMMER: Yes, I did.

KILBRETH: The Comprehensive Plan says that in Section D, Page 16, that the economic
development committee continue to work with developers to support existing and attract
additional commercial and industrial development, are you aware of that?

SOMMER: Yes.

KILBRETH: And, when the Comprehensive Plan was adopted, it said we need to create land-
use zones that accommodate both commercial and small business and industrial uses, correct?

SOMMER: Correct. And I assume also that you read the definition of an industrial district

JK: I did. And at the time that includes things like the GAC chemical plant, correct?

SOMMER: They were there already...
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JK: Oil tanks?

SOMMER: They were there already as you well know when the comp plan was passed, and I
don't have a copy of the Comprehensive Plan in front of me, so if you wish to refer to very
specific pages, I'm afraid you will have to check at the town office, where there is a copy, and I
can borrow one, I'm sure, to answer your questions at a later date.

KILBRETH: Well, I have it here if you want to look at it, I don't have any more questions
about the plan, but...

SOMMER: No, I don't need to look at it.

KILBRETH: OK. The, now, I think you made a point about tax revenue, and I don't know
whether this was any particular witness's chart or something Mr. Hinchman put together...

SOMMER: No, its not...

KILBRETH: Several of you have talked about it

SOMMER: Yes, can I tell you the resource of that?

KILBRETH: Yes, sure.

SOMMER: It is Bill Terry, our town assessor, we double-checked with him once months ago
and then about a week ago to make sure that that revenue breakdown was correct based on his
2011 total municipal tax revenues.

KILBRETH: OK, and is the way you categorize this with port as 14%, is that...

PS: Mack Point, yes.

KILBRETH: Mack Point.

SOMMER: Right That's the way Mr. Terry broke it down.

KILBRETH: Is that Mack Point and GAC or just Mack Point, is it the whole industrial zone
or Mack Point?

SOMMER: The whole industrial zone.

KILBRETH: OK.
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SOMMER: That is my understanding.

KILBRETH: I think that in the planning report the total town evaluation was approximately
210 million dollars, does that sound right to you?

SOMMER: Evaluation? I don't, I didn't ask him about the evaluation, I asked him about total
municipal revenues.

KILBRETH: OK. So, that 14% number that says port would change dramatically if you
increased the valuation by 25%, would it not?

SOMMER: I can't do the math in my head, I'm sorry. Perhaps somebody else could answer
that question.

KILBRETH: You don't have to do the math. Now, I wanted to ask about the ordinance
change, several of you talked about the ordinance change, so if you think somebody else
should answer this, that's fine.

SOMMER: No, no, that's not it, I'm referring to that because I believe that Kara Bowden said
that was one of the things that they, that you all wanted changed when you came to town.

KILBRETH: Well, let me ask you this. Are you aware that the height change accommodated
things other than just the tank?

SOMMER: The initial ordinance proposal I believe referenced a crane only, and my
recollection is that no discussion of a possible tank coming into town, coming in behind that
ordinance change, was allowed at town meeting, but perhaps other people who ran the meeting,
if that is not the language that you feel is correct, James, would you agree with that?

KILBRETH: I don't think we need to get Mr. Gilway involved yet, I will just keep asking my
questions if I could.

SOMMER: Sure.

KILBRETH: So you are aware, I assume, at the town meeting the ordinance was amended
both to change the height requirement and to add the provision about property values?

SOMMER: Property values was added last year at town meeting, property values and
performance standard Number 18, air quality, were added at the March, 2012. The height
ordinance went in the year before.

KILBRETH: So, the property value change is a change people made to address an issue they
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felt under the ordinance, correct?

SOMMER: They felt it was an additional tool for evaluating the impact of any proposed
business development.

KILBRETH: OK. Let me ask the Schweikert's a few questions if I could. Now, I think, and
again either one of you feel free to answer, I think you both talked about the traffic and the
concerns about the traffic and the impact it might have on your business, and you describe your
business as being the busiest in July and August and then September and December, have 1 got
that right?

LAURIE SCHWEIKERT: Yes.

KILBRETH: So you are aware, or are you, that the most activity and the most shipment of
propane out of the facility will be in the winter, during the heating season?

LAURIE SCHWEIKERT: That's what I've been told, but I am not totally convinced.

KILBRETH: During the winter, that's not when you are the busiest and you won't be
particularly affected, isn't that fair?

LAURIE SCHWEIKERT: I think that any time there are more trucks on Route One it affects
our business.

KILBRETH: OK. And are you aware that the Maine DOT determined that the increase in
traffic from these trucks is not significant?

LAURIE SCHWEIKERT: I know that they made that statement and I don't believe it.

KILBRETH: I guess I will have to ask the Tanguays this. If I can find his, here it is. Mr.
Tanguay, can you see the existing tank farm from your campground?

TANGUAY: Yes, sir.

KILBRETH: And you have been able to grow your business not withstanding that, I take it?

TANGUAY: Yes, sir.

KILBRETH: And I guess I haven't had a chance to ask anyone this. What is your
understanding about the kinds of ships that are going to be involved in this project?

TANGUAY: To clarify how we grew our business in the last ten years in relation to the port
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development, since homeland security the port has been fenced off, much more lit, and with the
urban expansion it has become busier and more of a challenge to our industry in general, so we
have made accommodations, we moved our operation back from the shoreline, we run more
activities in the woods, we have built buildings, we do rentals with thicker insulated walls, and
we've been able to adapt to this point. We did see all of your balloons from the balloon test in
the campground.

KILBRETH: You did or you didn't?

TANGUAY: We did.

KILBRETH: From one place, right?

TANGUAY: From one, yes, the campground, that place. If that answers your question, we
have adapted this far, we have pushed that as far as we can, sir.

KILBRETH: Well, the question I was trying to ask you was about ships, because you
mentioned that you enjoyed passing ships from time to time?

TANGUAY: Correct.

KILBRETH: How many, I mean, do you know how many more ships there are going to be
with this project?

TANGUAY: Your report indicates five to six ships a year, sir.

KILBRETH: OK. If the chairman would give me one second, I need to look at this and I may
be done. Oh, just one last question Mr. Tanguay. Do you understand the lighting in this
facility is quite different from the lighting you just described on the rest of Mack Point?

TANGUAY: I understand what you explained earlier, that you are going to run a facility 24/7
in the dark and are going to be using solar-powered flashlights apparently.

KILBRETH: That's not what I said, Mr. Tanguay.

PROBERT: Let's keep the sarcasm down.

TANGUAY: I am hearing it over and over, we are throwing a lot of things at the wall, we
haven't even seen a full-scale model yet.

KILBRETH: Could we just have an answer to the question, Mr. Chairman?
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PROBERT: There is a question there, have you have seen the lighting report?

TANGUAY: I have seen the lighting report on the tank. I saw the black-and-white image of
the lights on the tank.

PROBERT: Does that answer your question?

KILBRETH: Yes. That's all I have.

TANGUAY: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

PROBERT: Before we go, any other interested parties? Mr. Gelinas?

DAVID GELINAS: I am David Gelinas, Penobscot Bay River Pilots' Association. I have a
question.

PROBERT: Residence?

GELINAS: Residence Penobscot, business owner Searsport. I have a question for, I'll try to,
I have a question for Ms. Liston? Thanks very much for your talk about the A.V. Nickels
house, it sounds like a labor of love for you. You made a statement about 'we lost our shipping
industry and this tank isn't bringing it back,' and as someone lucky enough to make his
livelihood in the port of Searsport, I am just wondering what you meant by that statement
'we've lost our ship industry.' Are you aware of about, not exactly, but are you aware about the
level of shipping in the port right now?

LISTON: Sir, my comment on that what had to do with the history of this town and the ship
building industry here in the 1800's had nothing to do with our current industry, and I am not
totally aware of the shipping industry in this area, and I am not denying, and I am denigrating
that at all, I think that it is doing well as far as I can see, we some ships from our property
location. I was referring to the historic setting of this town and the importance it held in the
I800's the shipbuilding community and what an important seaport it was on the eastern
seaboard at that point, and I know that part has shifted.

GELINAS: Would it surprise you to learn that we have about 100 ships a year that call up at
the two docks at Mack Point?

LISTON: No, it wouldn't surprise me at all.

GELINAS: It is quite busy.

LISTON: And that's wonderful, I'm really pleased to say that.
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GELINAS: Thank you for clarifying that for me. I have nothing further, thank you very
much.

PROBERT: Any other interested parties? Anything further from the board? Please.

HINCHMAN: Steve Hinchman, one follow up. Let's just do it with Jay, but others may want
to comment. Jay, do you recall there was an accident involving a, I think it was a bus going
over to Mount Desert Island on the causeway and the bus got in an accident with a car or truck
and it was an LPG-powered bus and it caused the, Route Nine there I believe it is, to be shut
down for about six hours, and there was an evacuation while they waited for the LPG to
release from the punctured tank in the bus, do you recall that?

ECONOMY: Yes, I do.

HINCHMAN: Are you aware that when an LPG accident happens with a big, heavy-duty
tanker truck that has about 10,000,1 think it's 10,000 gallons, somebody could correct me if I'm
wrong on that one, but, you know, the large heavy duty trucks, not the local distribution trucks,
with that much volume of LPG, would it surprise you to know that the general evacuation area
for that is about a mile and that the time it takes to bleed all that off and safely treat is some time
between twelve and twenty-four hours?

ECONOMY: No, that wouldn't surprise me.

HINCHMAN: What would be the effect on your business or any of these other businesses
here if you had to withstand that type of evacuation where you had to remove all your workers,
all your guests from the premises and they couldn't come back for twelve to twenty-four hours?

ECONOMY: It would be a nightmare, because our guests, you know, they leave in the
morning, come back in the afternoon, if they weren't able to get back their stuff would be at the
motel, we wouldn't be there to answer the phones because we'd be evacuated, it would be a
nightmare.•e"

HINCHMAN: And, Brenda?

LISTON: I would just like to comment from the perspective of what I said before, and that is
one story on Trip Advisor about the nightmare somebody spent in Searsport, or close to
Searsport on U.S. One in this area, because of an accident such as that would take of business
for us for the rest of the season, I think, and that again, if you want to call it an assumption, I
have to make projections, I'm a business person, so I would call them more projections than
assumptions, but projections are it won't take too many times about bad stories about visiting
this area for people to no longer do it, there are a lot of other places to visit.
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HINCHMAN: Thank you. Mr. Chairman, we're ready for our next panel.

PROBERT: Please.

KILBRETH: Mr. Chairman?

PROBERT: One more rebuttal.

KILBRETH: Well, I just want to ask Mr. Economy a couple of questions. So, there are
already oil tanks and propane trucks, are there not, on Route One?

ECONOMY: Yes, there are.

KILBRETH: OK. And the only other thing I would say, Mr. Chairman, is I don't want to
object a lot because I know people just want to go through this, but Mr. Hinchman makes a lot
of factual statements in his questions that no witness has said anything about, and I don't want
the planning board to necessarily assume that Mr. Hinchman has a basis for those statements
until he puts on a witness who actually says that

PROBERT: Thank you. We'll take that under advisement.

TANGUAY: Mr. Chairman, I'd like...

PROBERT: Go ahead. We want to get to sleep tonight.

TANGUAY: I want to apologize if I made an appropriate comment. I think a lot of the
confusion for us is that we still have not seen a full-scale model, and I am encouraged to hear
that you are looking for that. There are other issues for us to look at, there is a 60-foot berm
wall, that's a lot of fill on the low end of the design, we have not seen that. I am hoping we are
going to get to see the 90,000 gallon fuller tank and everything else, and not 60 years down the
road when the trees have grown up to their 60 feet, but maybe we could see it in the first ten
years and what it's going to look like. The other night we saw what pretty much was a 2D
Lego image of a truck and a tank, but we need to see the whole facility so we can communicate
better, know what the lighting plan is around the facility, not just the tank, and what the
structures in the commercial zone will be as well and how they relate to Route One and the rest
of the town. Thank you, sir.

PROBERT: I want to qualify that I did not say that I requested a 3D model, a full-scale model
on it. I wanted something different, and tomorrow night's thing will be presented by Steve,
depicted, and again is going to be what he puts on there more graphically and explain that only
two points, post-development and post-vegetation, nothing ten years down the road, something
like that, again I reiterate the lighting plan is on file in the application with the lighting locations
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and their wattage, and those are legitimate questions.

TANGUAY: Yes, sir. So, we'll get to see the entire facility? Thank you.

HINCHMAN: Mr. Chairman, we have two panels that we were going to do tonight, and it's
clearly not going to happen, the next panels are a safety panel and includes our two witnesses
with the exact evidence regarding the trucks and evacuation zones, but because of the time and
because we have a large contingent here from Islesboro, and that's a very difficult logistical
thing to manage, we're going to have to run the Islesboro panel and have to push off the safety
panel, which that is very important information on safety, and some people sitting here have
done an immense amount of work to prepare for that, we're going to have to push those off to
the January meeting dates.

PROBERT: What about Islesboro?

HINCHMAN: So we'll do Islesboro right now.

PROBERT: It's your call and your order, you have the evening.

HINCHMAN: We, I call the Islesboro panel.

PROBERT: Tomorrow night we have people from the general public here all week, and they
have listened through, and I want them to be able to comment on this, they have not had an
opportunity.

KILBRETH: Mr. Chairman, while they're getting organized, Mr. Bradstreet had a question last
night about an incident he thought happened in Texas, and as we indicated, we did some
research on that, and Mr. Graham can give you an answer.

PROBERT: Just make sure everybody can hear this and understand during the legitimate
confusion.

KILBRETH: If you want us to wait until they sit down, that would be fine.

PROBERT: How long is that explanation going to be? We just have a public service
announcement, and I think you'd like to listen to this. Right now it is snowing heavily outside
and they're salting the paths, and the parking lot might be very slippery. Merry Christmas. We
will settle down now. David, Mark.

GRAHAM: I just want to clarify. December 29th, 2008, right?

BRADSTREET: Yes, sir.
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GRAHAM: That was not in Texas, it was at our Spindle gas processing plant in Colorado, we
had an incident, there was a valve on the bottom of a water slash sort of liquid separator at a
gas-processing plant that where we process natural gas it comes out of the ground, so when it
comes out of the ground it has a lot of water and other things in it, so there was this, there is a
separator vessel before it actually goes into the compressor. At the bottom of that, one of those
vessels, this compressor wasn't running, and it was very cold, and at the bottom of that
separator there was a valve that the water froze, so what happened was once it warmed up a
little bit like freezing pipes in your house, some gas started escaping out of that, there was an
explosion and a fire, caused some damage to the building and compressor, what you were
talking about with the roof, there are removable roof panels so that you can reach into it with a
crane, sort of like we were talking about why a building was so tall so we could have a crane
inside to work on the equipment. It displaced a couple of those panels, there were no injuries,
the incident was investigated by OSHA, and DCP was found with no violations, and no
citations were issued.

BRADSTREET: Thank you very much for clarifying that information, so that would have,
that accident would not be possible at this proposed plant?

GRAHAM: No, because there's, no, since we're refrigerated, there's no water in our propane,
it's dry, so you wouldn't have any water collecting, we don't have to separate any water off or
anything like that, like I said this was at a gas-processing plant where the gas comes from the
wells and it's brought into this plant to be treated before it goes out to other customers.

BRADSTREET: I thank you for doing that research and for edifying us.

GRAHAM: Thank you very much.

PROBERT: You're on, Steve.

HINCHMAN: OK, I'm going to let Steve Miller handle the introductions for this panel, and I
would just like to state that we have three other panels, four, that, of witnesses all prepared to
go, obviously we're not going to be able to go tonight or tomorrow, and so we'll have to work
on the schedule for January, but certainly we have a number of more witnesses on different
topics, topics that have not been covered yet.

STEVE MILLER: Good evening. Chairman Probert, members of the board, thank you very
much for the opportunity to speak with you tonight, I really very much do appreciate that. To
my right is Islesboro Shellfish Warden Andrew Coombs, working down the line is realtor and
small business owner Bill Warren, Islesboro CEO and boatyard manager Bill Boardman,
Islesboro PA and emergency medical expert Allie Wood, and at the end is Islesboro Selectman
Arch Gilles. My name is Steve Miller, and I am from Islesboro, I'm the executive director of
Islesboro Islands Trust. Our panel will try to fairly quickly discuss three things: Ways in
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W.. hich the proposed LPG facility will affect the health, safety and welfare of the people of
Searsport and the entire region, the threats to Searsport and Penobscot Bay and natural
resources, and impacts to our economy and our way of life. I would like to let you know that
I'm a lifelong resident of Maine, the past 38 years of those have been on Islesboro. I have been
executive director of Islesboro Islands Trust, whose mission includes acting as an
environmental advocate on behalf of Islesboro and the surrounding Penobscot Bay region since
1985. Prior to becoming the full-time director in 1998,1 ran a small landscape and land
management business, helped create and was the first president of Islesboro Affordable
Property and taught a horticulture vocational class. I was a volunteer EMT with the Islesboro
Ambulance Service in the '80's and worked on all four Islesboro comprehensive plans,
including acting as comprehensive plan committee chair. I have also, especially as you,
Chairman Probert, know, spent quite a bit of time on Sears Island issues over the, since 1989.
I would first like to talk a bit about the planning board authority, the planning board has the
authority, I'm sure you actually know this, but I think, we think it's worth repeating, the
authority and the responsibility under your ordinances to consider our concerns about the
impacts to health, safety and welfare of humans and impacts to natural resources, including
their economic value. This authority and responsibility flows from the following Searsport
ordinances and the development review ordinance purpose, it says in part development or the
changes of uses of land can cause a profound impact upon the cost and efficiency of municipal
services and upon the environment of the town, such development can impact open spaces,
property values, water quality, the aesthetic and visual characteristics of the neighborhood and
town and the general health, safety and welfare of the community. It is the purpose of this
ordinance to control such impacts when caused by development. And under the Land Use
Ordinance there are three parts of the purpose, I think the particularly relevant part panel
presentation tonight, the first has to do with implementing the policies and recommendations of
the Comprehensive Plan in the Land Use Ordinance. Secondly, the protection of the general
health to assure the comfort, convenience, safety, health and welfare of the present and future
habitants of the Town of Searsport is a purpose of the Land Use Ordinance, and also to protect
and enhance the natural, cultural and historically sources of the town from unacceptable adverse
impacts. The Land Use Ordinance goes on to say in Section 5A all proposed development
shall be in conformity with the Comprehensive Plan and policy statements of the town
contained within the plan. A couple of relevant portions of the comp plan include in Section A
on Page 2 to protect the state's critical natural resources is part of your plan and part of your
ordinance. To protect the state's marine resource industries is also in that same section, and
then that section goes on to actually list and therefore incorporate into your Comprehensive
Plan nine state coastal policies. I'll just mention a couple. One is to preserve and improve the
ecological integrity and diversity of marine communities and habitats. Another is to enhance
the economic value of the state's renewable marine resources. Another incorporated into your
comprehensive plan considers the cumulative effects of development on coastal resources, to
discourage growth and new development in coastal areas where it is hazardous to human
health, to encourage and support cooperative state and municipal management of coastal
resources, to protect and manage critical habitat of natural areas, to restore and maintain the
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quality of our fresh marine and estream waters to allow for the broadest possible diversity of
public and private uses. And then finally in the Comprehensive Plan in Section K it says
comprehensive planning recognizes the importance of regional cooperation. The land uses in
one community can impact another community, particularly when that land use is located near
the boundaries of the town. So, I would just kind of like to underscore the point that the Land
Use Ordinance requires that all proposed development be in conformity with the
Comprehensive Plan, and the Comprehensive Plan, among other things, says that regional
cooperation is important. The proposed LPG facility introduces risk to Searsport and the
region, that is actually indisputable. Determining or deciding whether this increased risk is
acceptable requires a thorough look at the extent of the risk and the many, many forms of
danger the LPG tank and tankers pose, but I'd like to say that this testimony tonight should be
considered interim in nature, and it may well change with the release of the Good Harbor study.
What we will do is consider particular Islesboro concerns that are regional but that overlap with
and incorporate local Searsport interests. Earlier in these proceedings, counsel for DCP
claimed that the proposed LPG facility is not a regional matter. We would contend that the
proposed facility is both a regional and a local matter. Searsport's economy and the regional
economy are intimately related, the natural resources of the bay know no boundaries, the risks
posed by this facility would affect Searsport residents certainly, but many well beyond
Searsport as well. The authority and charge to the planning board described in those
ordinances that I cited earlier make it immensely evident that local law anticipated regional
impacts and regional cooperation. I would like to sort of point out that it's become evident to us
that Islesboro Islands Trust and Islesboro, generally in fact many and most people in the
Penobscot region, have a different perspective on the proposal than does the DCP. On
Tuesday when I was here, Mr. Baldridge described his corporation's long-standing
commitment to New England. Mr. Baldridge's statements, made more than once, that, he stated
that DCP has a long history in New England, going back 15 years. That struck me. A long
history going back 15 years. Fifteen years for DCP is a long history. My wife's family has
lived on Islesboro for seven generations, that's more than 250 years, and that, I would say, is a
long history. LPG tankers in the bay, so we have a different perspective, and as I think it is
useful to kind of keep that in mind, there will be different perspectives described, and it isn't as
if there is only one. LPG tankers in the bay, LPG tankers at Mack Point, LPG 22.7 million, I
don't necessarily need to go through all this, but these do pose a risk that does not exist today, it
isn't as if there are no risks in anybody's life today, but these are risks associated with this
development that simply are not existent today. The Coast Guard acknowledged that in their
review of this and said the potential for severe consequences as the result of a release of LPG
does exist, and that and fire of any magnitude, and this is the quote, would be catastrophic to
the immediate area. You'll see as an exhibit one of the illustrations from the Coast Guard's
review, which shows zones of concern, those zones of concern are described in that report, and
you will notice that there are several and they cover quite a large area, including Searsport, or
parts of Searsport. The Coast Guard says further that the capability to respond appropriately to
an LPG emergency does not currently exist in the Penobscot region. I'm going to just try to
skip ahead a little bit because I do understand there is a sense of urgency to wrap things up
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with the weather and all, what I really do want to spend at least a little bit of time talking about
is the need for dredging. You will see in your packet a couple of exhibits. We have learned
from DCP that the typical LPG tanker expected to call up at this facility requires 39.7 feet of
water, that's the draft, 39.7. Tankers are expected, according to DCP, to be at the dock from 36
to 48 hours. In 2007 the Army Corps issued a report, which is included as an exhibit in your
handouts, in 2007 the Army Corps said it was unsafe to bring deep-draft tankers into Mack
Point because of depth restrictions, and I'm going to quote, the existing controlling depths in
the Searsport channel are inadequate for existing and future vessel traffic, there are potential
safety concerns related to maneuvering the larger ships in the current federal channel. I also
have learned that and many of you may already know, that the captain of the port, in
conjunction with others, developed minimal under-keel clearances for vessel traffic in
Penobscot Bay. What we have learned is that the under-keel clearance, or UKC, is three feet in
the outer Penobscot Bay south of Turtle Head, it's two feet in the bay around Turtle Head and
north, and it's one foot at all dock and mooring locations. One foot added to the draft of a
typical vessel would put you at 40.7 feet. According to the Army Corps of Engineers' October
2012 sounding data, this is very recent, there's a copy in the exhibits, I couldn't read it, the scale
that was available, so I enlarged certain portions of that, but that information is actually all in
that one, in those two exhibits from the sounding data from the Army Corps of Engineers in
October of this year, it did show that approaches to Mack Point provide depth of only 31 feet
in some places, but what I really want to emphasize is that water depth at the pier does not meet
Coast Guard standards for under-keel clearance because of numerous high spots. The Army
Corps of Engineers' sounding data shows depths as low as 34.9 feet in areas adjacent to the
eastern side of the pier, which is where the typical LPG tankers are expected to tie up, and that
is considerably less than 40.7 feet of depth. LPG tankers will be at the dock for more than a
tide cycle, they'll come in at high tide presumably, but they will have to be there for low tide,
according to representations from the applicant

KILBRETH: Excuse me, Mr. Miller, I just want to put on the record, Mr. Chairman, as you
had said earlier, what Mr. Miller is describing now is not something that you would address...

HINCHMAN: Isn't this uninterrupted testimony? I think there's a connection...

PROBERT: One person will speak at a time, thank you. I'm going to address right now, you
rise to a point of order, I'm going to hope silence both of you for just a moment. Counsel and I
have been exchanging, where is this going, we get into economy and other things, Mr. Miller
has said that they are looking at the marine life in the Penobscot Bay in the bottom and how it
effects the economy in here, I believe that is where you are going, that dredging is going to
affect the health of marine life and therefore the economic health of the region? If not, then we
probably should move away from it.

MILLER: I'm talking about health, safety and welfare concerns. If there is not sufficient water
to even meet under-keel, it's a safety and health issue that is part of the purview of this...
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PROBERT: Not of this board, though, it is the purview of the Coast Guard and U.S. Corps of
Engineers, and they're the one that will say whether it comes in or not, and probably I'd ask that
if you continue along and have one of the other parties of interest to comment on it, probably
Mr. Gelinas to continue, but we are not going to get into the dredging part.

MILLER: With all due respect chairman, last Tuesday we were told that DCP staff in fact
operate on the tankers to get the pipeline attached and so forth, and their schematic of the
operation includes, excuse me, their schematic of the operation includes activities that
incorporate the tanker so that they can bring the product aboard through, towards the tank and
through the pipeline, so it certainly seems to me that it's well within the purview of the...

PROBERT: And that activity is...

MILLER: ...and there are safety issues associated with insufficient water at the dock at low
tide.

PROBERT: And that's where it's going to occur is at the dock, it was not be on the vessel out
at sea or coming into the harbor.

MILLER: Pardon?

PROBERT: They will be hooking up lines, the valves and things, at the dock...

MILLER: That's right. And pumping materials...

PROBERT: ...at the dock but not the other part of it.

MILLER: But if the boat is grounding out, that's a very serious safety, health and welfare issue
that I believe this board has purview to consider.

KRISTIN COLLINS: But you're talking about off-shore.

MILLER: I'm talking about tied up at the dock using their equipment and their facility to move
this product.

COLLINS: But you're talking about a spill potentially?

MILLER: I don't know what the ramifications are, I'm talking about a tremendous risk,
though, to have a ship that isn't supposed to be there actually tied up moving highly volatile
material towards the tank.

COLLINS: And I just say unless you have evidence about potential issues on-shore, then it's
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probably not relevant to our ordinance, and moving on would be a good idea.

PROBERT: And also if you follow the thing the Coast Guard wanted to approve whether they
would be allowed to dock or come in or not, and I come up with some differences here in the
numbers, but that's, from what the captain of the port states now, in the rules. Let's keep it to
the land base. We recognize that you're not going to bring in a 40-foot ship into a 34-foot
berth.

MILLER: I would certainly hope not, and...

PROBERT: The Coast Guard is not going to allow that.

MILLER: Well, I don't know how the Town of Searsport could allow that given this threat to
safety and welfare of the citizens. The connections aren't designed, as I understand it, anyway,
to handle a ship that's grounded out, the ship is supposed to be floating.

PROBERT: The Town of Searsport has no say over what comes into the dock. This board
has no say.

MILLER: I had other material on the natural resources that I could talk about, but 1 have it in
the transcript and the material I have in front of me, so I think I'll go ahead and skip over much
of that, but there's tremendous evidence of that the natural resources of Penobscot Bay are
really part and parcel of the engine that drives why people want to be here, and in fact lead to
our hope and our urge that the planning board find that the application does not meet at least
three of the Development Review Ordinance performance standards, and specifically those
three would be that performance standard which says they must show that this preserves and
enhances the landscape, they fail to meet that, standard number 2 is the relationship between the
proposed building and the environment, special attention should be paid to the location, site,
height of the building and structures, and to such natural features as slope, soil drainage, and
important wildlife habitats, you'll see in your handout that Long Cove is an important wildlife
habitat, and number 16 of the performance standards has to do with adverse impacts, the
development shall not have an unreasonable adverse effect on the scenic or natural beauty of
the area, shall not have, and shall not have an unreasonable effect on important wildlife areas.
Now, I will actually turn this over to Shellfish Warden Andrew Coombs.

KILBRETH: Mr. Miller, just so I'm clear, is this packet, is this all your materials from
Islesboro, this bound thing?

PROBERT: Is that it, Steve?

HINCHMAN: Yes.
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KILBRETH: Is it? Thank you.

ANDREW COOMBS: Hi, thank you for hearing me speak, I'm Andrew Coombs, I'm a
resident of Islesboro. I believe you have a copy of the letter from the fishermen on Islesboro, I
was asked to speak on their behalf, I'll keep it short, I don't believe I need to read the letter.
They wanted to stress the concerns between the dredging, the extra tanker traffic, the loss of
gear, the possible, having accidents, you know, you never know what is going to happen out
there. Most of it is the same concerns I'm sure the fisherman around here have, and I think that
we just need to really take a hard look at what is going on. Thank you.

PROBERT: Thank you.

BILL WARREN: My name is Bill Warren, I, too, am from Islesboro. Just as you heard from
Elaine Tucker a little while ago, I am going to speak to this project's effect on real estate values
in the area. I am one of roughly two-dozen small business owners who provide both year-
round and seasonal employment to island residents, and to some seasonal residents between
May and October, as well as about fifty people who commute to the island each day to earn a
living and their much in demand specialties, from anything from contractors to school facility.
Much of this labor force has worked through the existence of a stable summer community of
roughly 2,000 people, almost all of whom own second homes here. I have been a real estate
broker on Islesboro for over 25 years, and I'm intimately familiar with that market which
consists almost entirely of transactions involving the purchase and sale of seasonal vacation
properties. The principal attraction of Islesboro to these buyers is Penobscot Bay's world-class
sailing grounds. That attraction will drop drastically with the scenic blight of a storage tank
that's among the world's largest in the world and which will be noisy and illuminated 24 hours
a day, 365 days a year, causing a dearth of sales which will result in plummeting real estate
values and a correspondingly lower tax valuation. The loss of tax revenue from Islesboro to
Waldo County alone will be huge. If the terminal is built the USCG will have to designate
much of Penobscot Bay as an exclusion zone, where commercial fishing will be greatly limited.
The idea of recreational vessels being confronted by massive commercial vessels will deter
most people from allowing their loved ones to even be out on the water, thus the likelihood is
that people will find a safer second home elsewhere, leading to a major collapse of employment
in the peripheral industries supported by this seasonal population. Those who try to continue
to live here, if they can find work, will face the reduction in value of their home, more modest
homes, given that same lack of jobs. Thank you for hearing me.

PROBERT: Thank you.

BILL BOARDMAN: Hello, my name is Bill Boardman, and I live on 172 Boardman Lane on
Islesboro, Maine, and I'm the general manager of Pendleton Yacht Yard and also a part-time
code enforcement officer for the town. I would like to thank you for the opportunity to speak
to this board this evening, and as a former planning board member and current code Searsport
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enforcement officer, I'd like to say that I feel your pain for the scrutiny this application must
bring to you, and I truly applaud your public service. I'm here to speak to you tonight as the
general manager of a small business that depends on the integrity of the Penobscot Bay.
Pendleton Yacht Yard is situated in Ames Cove on the island of Islesboro, we are a full-service
boat yard, we employ 17 to 30 people, servicing approximately 300 customers. Besides
maintaining and launching these boats, we also service over 300 moorings and some 60
seasonal floats. As you can imagine, we spend a good amount of time on the water, and what
I'd like to stress to you is that our business could be adversely affected by what takes place on
Mack Point. The lack of a specific plan on the tanker trips and their exclusion zones is quite
disconcerting. I can only imagine the loss of billable hours as one of our boats sits idly by
waiting for permission of the Coast Guard to enter into an area in order to do service to one of
it's customers. Off-island logistics is a subsidiary of Pendleton Yacht Yard, it owns the motor
vessel Quick Silver and Little Dipper, both vessels are Coast Guard inspected and licensed for
transport of passengers. Quick Silver currently acts as a water taxi, with four scheduled runs
per day transporting workers to and from Islesboro as well as offering our services to the
Islesboro Central School, among others, for many extracurricular activities. The Little Dipper
services outer islands with both workers and supplies. As I mentioned above, the impact of a
Coast Guard mandated exclusion zone could wreak havoc on all of our marine activities.
Personally, I see absolutely no benefit to our beautiful midcoast area by bringing in DCPs
LPG storage facility, and as a business person I believe there is a large potential for this new
activity to adversely affect our bottom line. Again, thank you for your time and patience.

PROBERT: Thank you for your comments.

ALLISON WOOD: Good evening, my name is Allison Wood, I'm a resident of Islesboro,
and I'm a physician assistant at the health center. As a member of a federal medical disaster
assistance team, DMAT, I have recently returned from a two-week mission to a special-needs
medical shelter in Queens, New York. Our patients were from the Rockaway region,
encompassing the thin peninsula that was inundated and overwhelmed by the damaging effects
of super-storm Sandy. Many of our 200 patients were seniors from a nursing home severely
damaged by the storm. Everybody wanted to be back home, everyone I talked with was
stunned that the storm was as serious as it was, and never thought it would happen to them.
As a nine-year veteran of DMAT missions, I have witnessed first-hand the effects of
hurricanes and earthquakes. I have treated mothers who heartbreakingly survived their
children, grandparents with one remaining grandchild out of an extended family. Whenever or
wherever I am sent, there is one common theme, one thought, it would never happen to them.
Locally speaking, the residents and visitors to Islesboro are reliant on the Maine State ferry
service in order to come and go to America as we often call it During 911 medical
emergencies, the reliancy evolves to 100% dependence. We depend on the ferry to transport
our ambulance whenever the need arises. There is no predictable pattern to when emergencies
occur, during the day, at night, waking up, eating lunch. Seizures can happen at 5 a.m., strokes
while playing golf, and bowel perforations at 3 a.m., all of these are actual scenarios. There is
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no pattern and no way to predict when an emergency trip to the mainland on the Margaret
Chase Smith will be needed. We do have access to the Lifeflight helicopter for life-threatening
situations, but they are weather-dependent and do not fly in inclement weather. Our air strip is
too short for the Coast Guard jet, and it would take more than an hour for the Coast Guard
helicopter to fly from Cape Cod. Any weather limiting Lifeflight would also prevent small
fixed-wing aircraft from flying in. When the weather allows, and it is an unusual southwest
wind that prevents it from running, the Margaret Chase Smith is our safest means off the
island. The health center's role in emergencies is to assess and stabilize the patient before and
during transport, we rely on getting patients off-island to either Pen Bay Medical Center or
Waldo County General Hospital as soon as possible. We do not have the means to take care of
acutely ill patients for an extended period. We do not have x-ray or lab capabilities. We can tell
you what your cholesterol, blood sugar and hematocrit for anemia are, we can tell if you have a
urinary tract infection, we can give you IV fluids and antibiotics if you have a bacterial
infection. We cannot give you a head CT if we suspect you are having a stroke or have had
significant head trauma. We cannot tell by your cardiac enzymes if you are having a heart
attack. We cannot give blood products in case of hemorrhage. The health center is staffed by
three competent and experienced physician assistants, who are only as strong as their limited
resources. We rely on getting our patients off the island as soon as possible. We need to get
them off-island immediately without delay, not only when it's convenient, not just when the
ferry crew feels like it can after hours, not even if there is a large tanker in the way. I would
like you all to know that my professional goal is to take care of people well enough that they do
not need emergency care, but when they do, the goal immediately becomes getting them off-
island as quickly as possible to a local emergency room. Earlier I mentioned three actual
emergency scenarios. Fortunately, every patient was transported and was successfully treated
on the mainland. Had the ferry not been running, or delayed, my friend the seizure patient
would not have gotten timely medication to prevent further seizure activity. My favorite golfer
may have had an extended stroke, and one of my beloved crusty lobsterman may have died
from an intestinal perforation. I would like to leave you all with one final thought.
Emergencies are spontaneous, sporadic, and without any pattern. On Islesboro, time is crucial.
Any risk, though small, of delaying patient transport because of a large tanker in Penobscot
Bay is too large a risk for us to take. To close, I have personally seen the effects of disasters,
both large and regional ones, and smaller personal ones, they can happen anywhere, at any
time, and to anyone, it can happen to me, to you, to us. I thank you again for giving me the
opportunity to speak tonight.

PROBERT: Thank you, Allison. Next

ARCH GILLES: Good evening Mr. Chairman and members of the planning board, thank you
very much for having the Islesboro group as interested parties. My name is Arch Gilles, I'm a
native New Yorker, but 44 years ago my wife and I came to Islesboro for our honeymoon, and
we came back for 38 years after that every summer, and six years ago we decided to move here
from New York, and we're now full-time residents. My background is that I have been in
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government and public policy, politics sometimes, for my entire career. Fifty years ago this
year Governor Nelson Rockefeller appointed me director of the New York City office of New
York State Regional Development Corporation, which dealt with the interests, sometimes the
conflicts, that arise between jurisdictions, between county and county, between city and county,
between town and town, between town and state, out of those twelve years I spent with him we
developed the New York State Improvement Development Corporation, the Metropolitan
Transportation Corporation, all imaginative and still going on, productive regional
organizations that were able to adjudicate the needs and interests of people nearby but not
necessarily within the same jurisdiction. On Monday night the DCP attorney asserted that this
issue was, did not have regional concern or was not a regional concern. I heard that on the
radio, on NPR, and my first thought was, well, if NPR puts it on, clearly it must be a regional
issue, but seriously I would assert, and I think most people would assert, that Penobscot Bay,
its influences as has been detailed here, go far beyond any jurisdiction, any particular town, and
where we really have to look at this in a way in which we can respond to each other and
support each other. When the LPG proposal was brought to the attention of the Islesboro
Board of Selectmen last spring by Steve Miller, our response was immediate. We were terribly
concerned for all the reasons that have been so well-put by residents of Islesboro here tonight.
So, we wrote a letter, as you know, to the Searsport Planning Board stating we were
concerned, and we copied it on the bottom to the other towns of Waldo County and Knox
County, and to our congressional delegation. Much to our, frankly, surprise, we found that
other towns responded, and by last count eight additional towns wrote to you all saying we are
concerned, these proposed tankers, these proposed trucks, this tank will affect the region in
every possible way, and therefore please listen to our concerns. Beyond that we know that the
applicant has relied on the mutual-aid agreements which exist between the towns and between
the counties. We're part of that, we would contribute what we could, we're a very outgoing
island even being an island, but we have no capacity to help if we're on an island, so you're
looking to other towns in Waldo County. Well, Islesboro contributes some million dollars of
the 7.5 million dollar Waldo County budget, so we feel that we're participating at least
financially if note able to do so by personnel. I just add one point to the comment that Bill
Warren made about real estate, summer residents, tourists. In contrast to lots of economic
development that get localized, a mine, a bank, a downtown development, tourism and summer
homes are highly discretionary. Over lunch a tourist family can decide let's not go here, let's go
there. Over a generation or two a summer home family can say this place is getting too
dangerous, too crowded, too built up, let's move on to Nova Scotia, residents of Islesboro have
that flexibility, it is discretionary income. Steve Miller, I think correctly pointed to the parts of
your Comprehensive Plan that allow the Searsport Planning Board, in our judgment to
consider other towns, to consider Penobscot Bay, to consider other citizens who rely on these
resources, and to consider any development that might possibly adversely affect those islands
and those people and the regional towns along the bay. It's a complicated task for you all, I
spent my entire working life trying to work out agreements between different kinds of
jurisdictions, planning, development it's not easy, it's not easy, especially when it involves two
counties, two towns, 1 don't know how many, 950 square miles or so of Penobscot Bay, I don't
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know how many jurisdictions but a good number. All we can ask. I believe, is that you
consider, through your Comprehensive Plan, through your instincts, through your common
sense, and as Allie says through your hearts, that we live here, we rely on the same things that
you rely. I think I have to comment on one point. I appreciate so much the patience that the
Searsport Planning Board members and all the people up and down are putting into this, this is
one hell of a deal you guys are involved in, and I appreciate especially your willingness to stay
open into January so that you can receive the Good Harbor report a report of which we are all
looking forward to with anticipation, and some nervousness. I have to tell you that when, as
you know, we first proposed to the planning board that the planning board directly contract
with Good Harbor, that was last June, and when you said no for good reasons, we decided that
we could somehow raise the money and retain Richard Clark and his group, so we had a
preliminary meeting, and Mr. Clark looked me in the eye and he said you understand that we
are independent, and I said yes, you're an independent consultant and he said no, we are
independent, we will do our work, we will give you a report, and we will complete a report that
we write and that we conclude, and if you like it, that's fine, if you don't like it, too bad. I have
to tell you I had to go and talk to my colleagues to see is this exactly what we want, and our
conclusion was yes, we want the best, and yes, frankly we have no other choice. We had come
upon Richard Clark, he was the best, we couldn't turn back, so we are looking forward to this
as much as I am sure DCP is and I am sure you all are, and I do appreciate you holding open
the hearings so we would be able to have the benefit of his firm's conclusions. So, that's what I
have to say, I believe we have made the case that this is a truly regional matter, we would like
to be helpful in any way we can, we're neighbors, Steve Miller has spent a lot of time in
Searsport over the years, Andrew fishes here, everybody here are Mainers, including me now,
and I look forward to a successful conclusion of these hearings in January. Thank you very
much.

PROBERT: Thank you. Arch, and I thank the Islesboro coalition of people for coming the
past several nights, 1 know it's an effort to get across the bay and also get back and get up in the
morning, so lets open it for questions from the board. We'll start right up there with you, Neal.
Randy? Mark one?

BRADSTREET: It is my understanding that if there is a zone where the state ferry cannot
cross even in an emergency in the exclusion zone? OK, thank you. He nodded his head in the
affirmative, so I would say the answer is no, no you cannot, the ferry cannot cross even in an
emergency.

MILLER: That is correct I gave it to Allie actually. She says that's correct.

BRADSTREET: Thank you for clarifying.

PROBERT: Cindy?
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GALLANT: No, I have no questions.

PROBERT: L.A.? Mark?

PROBERT: He is getting tired and this has been a long, sleepless week. Brian?

CALLAHAN: I have no questions at this time.

PROBERT: I have no more questions at this time, 1 understand your position and the point
about regional concern. Open this up to interested parties?

KILBRETH: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Let me try to clarify a few things here about what I
said and what my position is on the regional aspect of this. I believe Mr. Gilles, you may be
the right person to address this to. Did Islesboro submit any letters or information to the Army
Corps of Engineers or the Coast Guard in connection with the project?

KILBRETH: That's a yes, Mr. Miller? That's fine, you can answer that He said yes.

HINCHMAN: Let the record reflect that he said yes.

KILBRETH: They all said yes. And the Coast Guard and the Army Corps in the process in
which you submitted letters has a process to consider regional impacts, does it not?

MILLER Yes.

KILBRETH: And the Department of Environmental Protection in issuing its permit has a
process by which interested citizens in projects of regional significance can request that the
Board of Environmental Protection take jurisdiction over the project, isn't that correct?

MILLER: That process is provided for, yes.

KILBRETH: And, so, to be fair, my point is not that there is no regional interest, it is that
under the Searsport ordinances this is not the appropriate place for those issues to be decided.

MILLER: Is that a question?

KILBRETH: No, that's not a question. Mr. Gilles, what I wanted to know is when is the
Good Harbor study going to be ready?

GILLES: We believe by the end of the year.

KILBRETH: Well, as Mr. Hinchman would say, can you guarantee that?
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GILLES: No, I can't, he's an independent guy.

KILBRETH: OK, well, I think it should be clear that we need finality and certainty here on
that, and we were promised that would be ready by the middle of November, so...

GILLES: We'll do the best we can.

PROBERT: Counselor, I am going to interject on this one, I think we probably have
established a timeline here, there has been an extension on that, we have set the date for
continuing this public hearing, and that is January 16,17 and 18,2013, and we fully expect that
the discussion points at that time we will be cleaning up some of this and the Good Harbor
report, and the fire is under Mr. Hinchman, and he knows it.

KILBRETH: OK. That's all I needed to know.

PROBERT: No guarantees.

GILLES: No guarantees.

PROBERT: If we have to work overtime, someone else has to overtime.

KILBRETH: Here, here. And just a request on that, though. If we are going to be efficient
about that, if we got that report in advance, obviously it would be helpful.

PROBERT: Helpful to all of us.

KILBRETH: Here's a question, I guess for Mr. Warren. I think you said that you thought
these turbines were going to be noisy and illuminated 24/7, are you suggesting that you can
hear them in Islesboro?

WARREN: No, I am suggesting that yachtsmen are not really going to want to go sailing
around noisy yards, and I am suggesting that we on Islesboro don't really want to look at any
more lights than we have now, that's true. I understand tonight that the tank is not fully lit, but
it is bright white and certainly reflects light.

KILBRETH: But not at night?

WARREN: Yes, I think you will see it at night, 1 believe.

KILBRETH: Now, you can see, from Islesboro, Mack Point lit up now, can't you?

WARREN: Yes, and that's sort of sufficient for us.
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KILBRETH: The, and are you familiar with the wind turbines on Vinalhaven?

WARREN: Only that I see them from Route One headed toward Camden I can see them, but I
have never been there, no. I am not intimately familiar.

KILBRETH: You can see them all over Penobscot Bay, can't you?

WARREN: Through a lot of there, yes. I live on Penobscot Bay, I can't see them from my
house but I can see them if I go down to the southern end of the island.

KILBRETH: And, in fact wind turbines are three times higher than this tank, aren't they?

WARREN: I don't know that.

KILBRETH: Did you know that they are lit?

WARREN: No.

KILBRETH: OK.

WARREN: I also don't think wind turbines are a very good analogy to this great big huge
tank.

KILBRETH: Well, do you know there are some people that think wind turbines are a blight on
the landscape?

WARREN: Yes, I do know that, of course.

KILBRETH: Mr. Boardman, let me just read you something that you were talking about, the
impacts on fisherman. First I wanted to just say I think Mr. Probert knows this, I don't know
if the other members of the planning board know this, but we had tried to make sure the Coast
Guard was here, he could only be here the first night of the hearings last Monday, but he will
be back in January and will be able to answer any questions, hopefully, I am not going to
spend a lot of time trying to speak for them, but I would just like to go over a couple of things
that came up to make this clear, and I think you all have his report so I won't read it to you, but
if you look at it you will see the Coast Guard consulted with just about every group on the bay
in making its report.

HINCHMAN: Mr. Chairman, point of order?

PROBERT: Yes, given that point of order, you ought to be brief on this one.
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HINCHMAN: Is the counselor testifying here or is he asking questions of my witnesses?

PROBERT: I expect you to be brief and get to the point on it. The Coast Guard will be here in
January and can answer questions directly.

KILBRETH: And, so, there's a discussion in the Coast Guard report, Mr. Boardman. about
the effect of the ships going through in transit, are you familiar with that?

BOARDMAN: No sir.

KILBRETH: So, I had this and I lost the page; oh, here it is. So, let me just read you this and
see if you agree with this. The COTP, that's the commander of the port, correct?

BOARDMAN: If you say so.

KILBRETH: ...appreciates your concerns and considered each throughout the review and
validation process, and those concerns you will see had to do with interference with other boat
traffic. While this project does represent a slight increase in deep-draft vessel traffic, it is not
anticipated an additional six to eight vessel arrivals occurring primarily during the fall and
winter time over the course of a year would substantially inconvenience recreational boaters or
disrupt commercial fishing activities in that the LPG carriers would be transiting the same
established shipping lanes already being used by other deep-draft tankers and freighters that
supply the port area. What's your view of that?

BOARDMAN: Well, it's currently, you kind of lost me, but currently to the best of my
knowledge there are no exclusion zones with any of the traffic that comes up the bay now, I
could be wrong on that, but I've never seen the Coast Guard traveling along with any of the
tankers to come up.

KILBRETH: Well, let me ask you, I guess this is Mr. Gilles or anybody in Islesboro, what
would you all think about letting cruise ships up by Islesboro into Searsport or anywhere else?

MILLER: We actually have some small cruise ships that come up the bay now. Those cruise
ships are not full of gas.

KILBRETH: Exactly. And would it be a good thing if large ships come to Searsport with
tourists?

MILLER: I think not.

KILBRETH: You think not?
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MILLER: That's my personal opinion. Searsport might, actually Searsport might very well
benefit more from cruise ships than from gas ships, what's the point of the question?

PROBERT: Let's try to get to the point and the subject, we're doing a lot of supposition, I
think you got your answer. He doesn't like large ones, we have small ones. Next question.

KILBRETH: I did. 1 am going to stop and just make my point again about the relevance of
Islesboro, I appreciate their concerns, I just think this is not the forum for that.

PROBERT: It's noted, but we'll be the ones to decide. Any other interested parties who wish
to comment at this time? Captain Gelinas?

KILBRETH: Mr. Chairman I forgot one thing.

PROBERT: You've got until he gets to the microphone.

KILBRETH: It will be quick. Put it up, Steve. So I just want people to see the view that we
think it is going to look like if you can get that built up, this photograph on the left was taken
the day of the balloon test from Islesboro, and from that we did a simulation, which is the one
on the right, so if you can point to the tank, Steve? There it is. So, that's the view from Turtle
Head of the tank which people should be aware of, and that's all I wanted to...

PROBERT: Thank you. Captain Gelinas?

GELINAS: David Gelinas, Penobscot Bay River Pilots, I hope you can hear me. A couple of
questions for the panel, starting with Mr. Miller. To your Islesboro concerns that the dredging
issue, which I won't go into too much, you shut that issue down for a later date, but I do want
to address what was brought up. Mr. Miller, you made a statement about a report saying that
the dredged basis as it is now is inadequate for existing and future vessel traffic, is that right?

MILLER: That was a quote from the Army Corps of Engineers' report of 2007, that's correct.

GELINAS: Were you aware that the reason for that statement, one of the contributing factors
was because of the industry's change now towards a 10% of draft of under-keel clearance
standard instead of a minor standard, a lesser standard such as two feet?

MILLER: 1 do understand that there is a movement in that direction to 10%, which would
mean, what, about close to four feet under a 39.7-foot tanker.

GELINAS: Instead of two feet it would be four feet, that's correct. And you said you had
recently learned about the under-keel clearance standards for Penobscot Bay?
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MILLER: They are currently what, three, then two, and then one.

GELINAS: And were you surprised to know that those have been in effect for fifteen years
now?

MILLER: Not at all.

GELINAS: OK. Now, you mentioned that the dock, you said 34.9 feet along side the pier?

MILLER Correct

GELINAS: And that's what the Army Corps of Engineers?

MILLER: Correct

GELINAS: The Army Corps of Engineers isn't responsible for sounding docks, the dock
owner is responsible for that, the Army Corps sounds the channels.

MILLER: They do provide some data, that's correct.

GELINAS: I was just curious because two days ago we were at this meeting there was a ship
drawing 38 and one-half feet at the dock, it's still sitting safely afloat.

MILLER: There are different depths as you would see, you grab a copy of our transcript of
our material on your way right by that box there, Dave, and take a look at the exhibit from the
Army Corps of Engineers. You will notice that there are different depths through there, but
rarely is there a depth that is 40.7 on that entire side, but there are places where there are only
34.7 feet of depth where the tanks would be.

GELINAS: Well, I am just having a hard time understanding how they are getting ships that
are routinely 38 and one-half feet for the last two months?

MILLER: Talk to the Army Corps of Engineers, that's the sounding depth, and 1 am sure they
would stand by that material.

PROBERT: Let's not argue about this point Obviously there is a difference of opinion and
we agree to differ.

GELINAS: OK, very good. Shellfish warden, Mr. Coombs?

COOMBS: Yes.
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GELINAS: Do most fishermen on the island have have chart-plotters and GPS and things?

COOMBS: Most of them do.

GELINAS: And so they know the location of the shipping route and the traffic lane?

COOMBS: Yes.

GELINAS: And is there any reason why the four to six, or whatever it ends up being if it ever
happens at all, those particular LPG tankers would have any more or less effect on the fishing
gear than a normal increase in freighter or tanker traffic?

COOMBS: On the gear it probably wouldn't have that much effect, I think the exclusion zone
would be more of an effect than anything, if you are out there fishing and have to go ashore,
which the zone actually touches Islesboro at points, so you would literally have to go ashore
and not be able to tend your gear.

GELINAS: Right

COOMBS: You know? You've got to pick your days when you fish.

GELINAS: So a smaller exclusion zone, one that didn't go to the shore but still encompass the
recommended route to be satisfactory?

COOMBS: If you're talking a mile from a boat, you're not going to have much of a zone to
fish in.

GELINAS: The miles is ahead, I am thinking more to the side of the vessel, which I think in
the Coast Guard LOR has stated 3,000 feet roughly, which is...

PROBERT: Let's keep it to the economic issue of gear and stuff...

COOMBS: Even so, it's the same thing, we have the effect now, not all the tankers stay
exactly in the channel, and they tend to drag gear and, you know, there is a chance that anything
could happen.

GELINAS: So the tankers go outside the channel?

COOMBS: They go side to side. I mean, they are not always in the same part every time.

GELINAS: Do you know the traffic land is at least 4/10ths of a mile wide, correct?
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COOMBS: That's correct

GELINAS: Thank you very much, Mr. Coombs.

COOMBS: Thank you.

GELINAS: Mr. Boardman, you mentioned your two passenger-carrier vessels are the Quick
Silver and the Little Dipper?

BOARDMAN: Yes, sir.

GELINAS: Do either of those vessels have AIS units aboard, automatic information systems,
aboard so that they can see approaching ships?

BOARDMAN: Yes.

GELINAS: Both of them have them?

BOARDMAN: You have to have them.

GELINAS: So, they can see any tanker that's coming up, regardless if it's an LPG tanker or
freighter or regular chemical tanker?

BOARDMAN: Correct.

GELINAS: OK. How fast do those vessels go, roughly?

BOARDMAN: Oh, 15 knots about.

GELINAS: Fifteen knots. So a security zone that was a half a mile behind any ship regardless
if it was LPG or any kind of ship, they could quickly maneuver around it couldn't they?

BOARDMAN: If you say so.

GELINAS: Well, it's your boat.

BOARDMAN: I'm not the skipper of it, I manage it. Like Chairman Probert, I have a little
protein deficiency at this hour of the night and I'm not that quick.

PROBERT: Birthdays have something to do with it, too, but I wonder where you're going
with this, Dave.
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GELINAS: Where I'm going with it, Mr. Chairman, is that I've heard about these significant
time delays, and I'm just having a hard time understanding because right now. as the bay
functions. I have had the Quick Silver on numerous occasions come up and pass well under the
stern of tankers, I have had the state ferries come up and pass well under the stern of tankers, I
am really having a hard time grasping this argument that it is going to have a huge delay on any
vessel.

PROBERT: And the part that I have is this board does not have a jurisdiction on that passing
part of it, we will look at the economic impact it has on people on the bay, their livelihood, but
this other part comes down to the safety issue, which may come in in another one, but we don't
have any say, and to be quite frank, not being cavalier about this, but we don't care what that
exclusion zone is, because from our end we don't get to vote on it, we have nothing to do
what's in there.

GELINAS: 1 don't think that's going to stop us about speaking about it further.

PROBERT: No, I don't think so, but it's tonight...

GELINAS: I have one or two quick questions for Ms. Wood. You mentioned the emergency,
the need for the ferry to get up in a hurry and go and bring people to the mainland in the case of
an emergency?

WOOD: That's correct

GELINAS: What would, why wouldn't, or couldn't the captain of the ferry, they do have AIS
by the way, why couldn't they call an approaching inbound tanker of any type, it doesn't have
to be LPG, it could be any tanker out there right now, why can't they just call up on the radio
and state they have an emergency and call ahead to the tanker so the tanker can slow down or
even maybe change course or pull a U-turn, why couldn't they do that to allow the ferry to go
in a speeding fashion to the mainland?

WOOD: Because strange things happen, because the timing may be wrong, because
emergencies happen when they happen and we can never predict. They may just happen at the
exact wrong time.

GELINAS: So, you had the emergency, you are taking care of the person, but once you're on
the ferry it has to back out of the pen, they have to come out of the channel to head west to the
mainland. What's to prevent them from, the captain of the vessel calling an approaching vessel
stating he has an emergency and asking the approaching vessel to slow down, stop or turn
around?

WOOD: My understanding that it is at least a mile in front and a mile behind, and a mile on
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either side, we're not allowed to enter the waters.

GELINAS: If they called at some point prior to being even near Grindle Point they could do
this, they could call up and warn the ship, and they could stop it or turn it around?

PROBERT: To respond to that. We are getting into a subject matter here that we are asking a
medical person navigational things, so we are getting away from the economic impact of it, and
we are not doing safety tonight, well we are.

GILLES: I'll respond to this. Could it be that the ferry, trying to get ahold of the tanker, that
there might be a delay?

GELINAS: A delay getting ahold of the tanker?

GILLES: You know, communications delay.

GELINAS: Channel 16 and 13 are regularly monitored, I don't think they will have a hard time
getting in touch with them.

GILLES: Could it happen?

GELINAS: No, I don't think it could.

GILLES: Not at all. I have one last question for the panel. Mr. Miller, you mentioned earlier
in your testimony that you worked on the Sears Island planning initiative

MILLER: Correct

GELINAS: If I have my draft copy of that, I don't know that I have a final version, but if I'm
not mistaken, the only type of facility that was specifically excluded on Sears Island was an
LNG facility?

MILLER: Correct.

GELINAS: So an LPG facility could be sited on Sears Island?

MILLER: You could try.

PROBERT: I think we are about...

GELINAS: Thank you.
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HINCHMAN: Just two quick clean-ups. These two coming up, they are both economic
questions. Real quickly to Steve Miller and to Andrew, one of the two of you, if dredging is
required, let's just assume dredging be required, will the effect of the dumping of the spoils
have a substantial effect, Steve, on the environment and Andrew, on the fishing, an economic
effect related to both of those.

MILLER: The true answer is yes.

HINCHMAN: And Andrew?

COOMBS: Yes, the dumping of the silt and other stuff will kill lobsters and changes the
bottom for years.

HINCHMAN: OK. And the second one is, Bill, both Bills, will the presence of increased
LPG shipping and the increased truck traffic and the other items associated with the entire
facility, will that have any effect on the transient boaters that patronize the island facilities and
island boatyards, and in the sense of discretionary income and the ability to choose where to go
on a moment's notice, they can just head out to a different place, is that a substantial effect for
the island and for the bay?

BOARDMAN: I think it is, they just won't be there, they'll go to Casco Bay or something.

WARREN: Yes, I would have to agree with Bill on that, they certainly wouldn't be sailing up
to Searsport and Belfast, they will sail down to Vinalhaven or something like that.

HINCHMAN: And for your businesses, her heard testimony from the lodging businesses and
restaurant businesses, as you start to lose clients over a short season, is there an effect where
there is sort of a tipping point where you don't have to lose all your business, you just have to
lose a certain amount and it has a disproportionately strong effect?

WARREN: Of course, that would be true of any business. Businesses don't necessarily have
to lose all, if lose half and you are out of business. I might point out, Billy spoke well, from a
boatyard standpoint, there are three boatyards on Islesboro, I think it is safe to assume the
employment in all three of them will be affected in a negative manner as well.

HINCHMAN: Thank you. Thank you everybody for your time and please drive home safely.

PROBERT: Go, you always get the last word it seems. Very brief.

KILBRETH: 1 try not to, but Mr. Coombs, are you aware that the Department of Marine
Resources concluded that there would be no potential adverse effects to marine resources if the
project went forward, were you aware of that?
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COOMBS: I've heard that before in other situations, and there is always a huge change when
you start messing with the bottom, they said there would be no change when they started
dragging urchins, and when it comes to fishing the bottom, if you drag something across the
bottom, the bottom does not stay the same.

KILBRETH: Are you aware that whatever dredging goes on there is not related to this project?
Are you aware of that? That's a yes or no?

COOMBS: I would say no.

KILBRETH: Thank you.

PROBERT: I want to thank everyone for coming tonight and apologize for going over, I
thought it was important, I appreciate your consideration and respect to others, it was very
good. Please drive safely, we will reconvene tomorrow night at 6 p.m., same place, and will
take comments from the public.

ADJOURNED
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